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Finiteness Problems in Diophantine Geometry
Yu.G. Zarkhin (Zarhin), A.N. Parshin
This survey ontains an exposition of the results of the German mathematiian Gerd
Faltings, who proved some longstanding onjetures in algebrai geometry formulated by
Shafarevih, Tate, and Mordell. The dierent parts of the proof are desribed with varying
degrees of detail. Sometimes we shall limit ourselves to a sketh of the proof together with
a disussion of the basi idea. Compared with the original artile by Faltings [39℄, we
have introdued several additions and modiations ontributed by the partiipants in
Szpiro's seminar [71℄ (

Eole Normale Superieure, Paris, 19831984) and by the authors.
1 ontains the general plan of proof, and also a history of what was known before Faltings.
Conerning other work related to these onjetures, see [19℄, [20℄, and the basi text of
Lang's book. Setions 26 ontain all of the neessary denitions, of whih we make free
use in 1, and the details of the proofs. We onlude the survey by giving some unsolved
problems.
1. Introdution
The point of departure for the irle of problems we are onsidering was two onjetures
proposed by Shafarevih at the 1962 International Congress of Mathematiians in
Stokholm [30℄. He examined the question of lassifying algebrai urves X of xed
genus g > 1 over an algebrai number eld K . Besides these invariants, a urve X also
has its set S of plaes of bad redution (see 6). The rst onjeture of Shafarevih (the
niteness onjeture) asserts that, if g > 1 (or if g = 1 and X has a rational point), then
these data determine the urve up to a nite number of possibilities. The seond onjeture
onerns the ase when K =Q and S is the empty set: it states that there are no urves
of genus g> 1 with those invariants. These onjetures are analogs of two lassial results
in algebrai number theory. The rstHermite's theorem (1857)establishes niteness
of the number of extensions L/K of K having xed degree and xed ramiation. The
seondMinkowski's theorem (1891)states that there are no unramied extensions of Q.
Comparing these theorems with Shafarevih's onjetures, we see that those onjetures
are their analogs for eld extensions of relative dimension (transendene degree) 1 , while
the theorems themselves onern the ase of nite extensions (i. e., relative dimension 0).
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Here the analogs of the plaes of ramiation in the onjetures are the plaes of bad
redution.
(1)
Shafarevih proved the niteness onjeture for hyperellipti urves as a onsequene of
Siegel's niteness theorem for the integer points (see Chapter 8 of Lang's book). (Variants
of the proof were published later in [Par2℄, [34℄, and [56℄.) In his report, Shafarevih also
raised the question of whether the analogous onjeture holds in the ase when K = k(B)
is the eld of funtions on an algebrai urve B (with algebraially losed or nite eld of
onstants k ). In this situation one must exlude onstant urves X for whih there exist
nite extensions L/K and k′/k and a urve X ′ over k′ suh that X ⊗ L∼=X ′ ⊗ k′ . An
approah to proving this onjeture in the ase k =C was suggested by Parshin in 1968
[Par1℄. The set of algebrai urves under onsideration may be regarded as the set Mg(K)S
of rational points of the moduli spae of urves of genus g (this is a quasiprojetive variety
of dimension 3g − 3 having a anonial ompatiation Mg ⊂Mg ) whih satisfy the
following additional ondition: in Mg these points are S -integral relative to the losed
subvariety Mg−Mg (onerning this notion, see Chapter 8, 1, of Lang's book for the ase
of a projetive urve). In [Par1℄, in aordane with general ideas of Diophantine geometry,
the problem was divided into two independent parts: proving that the heights of points in
Mg(K)S (in some projetive imbedding Mg ) are bounded, and desribing the struture
of the set of points of bounded height (see Chapter 3 of Lang's book). Boundedness of the
height was proved in the general ase; and in the ase when S is empty it was shown that
the points of bounded height form a nite set. The generalization of the seond part of the
proof to the ase of arbitrary S required new ideas, namely, the theory of theta-funtions.
This was done in 1971 by S.Yu.Arakelov [Ar1℄.
(2)
At the same time, Parshin [Par1℄, [57℄ (see also 6) showed that in both the number
eld and funtion eld ases the niteness onjeture implies the onjeture, advaned
by Mordell in 1922, that there are nitely many rational points on a urve of genus
g > 1 . (For the statement of the funtion eld analog of Mordell's onjeture, see the
ommentary in Chapter 8; this onjeture was rst proved by Manin in 1963 [Man1℄.)
The report [57℄ at the 1970 International Congress of Mathematiians in Nie skethed
a possible plan of proof of the niteness onjeture in the number eld ase. First of
all, a natural generalization was proposed to the ase of an abelian variety A over a
number eld K with xed set S of plaes of bad redution (see 2 for the denition, and
see below for the fundamental theorem; in [57℄ there was also a bound on the degree of
the polarization on A). Sine abelian varieties are groups, it follows that they have the
equivalene relation existene of an isogeny (an epimorphism with nite kernel). The
set S is preserved under isogeny (see 2), and thus the niteness onjeture splits into
(1)
By analogy with the onepts of dierent and disriminant, Shafarevih introdued orresponding
onepts for urves X over a eld K (see [8℄). Inidentally, those onepts still have not been studied
muh.
(2)
It was Szpiro [68℄, [69℄ who arried over the onstrutions and results in these papers to the ase
of a eld of nite harateristi We note that, using the tehniques developed there Raynaud obtained
a ounterexample to the Kodaira vanishing theorem for the ohomology of negative ber bundles ([69℄,
Expose 4).
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two parts. The rst is the laim that there are only nitely many abelian varieties over
K whih are isogenous to a xed one (Conjeture T). The seond partwhih, at rst
glane, seems independent of the rstis the laim that the number of isogeny lasses is
nite. This seond part of the onjeture is losely onneted with some onjetures on
homomorphisms of abelian varieties over K and semisimpliity of the Tate module that
were proposed by Tate at Woods Hole in 1964 (see [Ta4℄, [26℄, and Theorem 3 below).
In partiular, these onjetures of Tate imply that an abelian variety A/K is determined
up to isogeny by the semisimple representation ρ of the Galois group GK =Gal(K/K)
of the algebrai losure K of K in the Tate module Vℓ(A) (see below).
Thus, if we aept Tate's onjetures, we redue the seond part to the question of
niteness of the number of haraters χρ of representations ρ in Vℓ(A) .
(A)
See [5℄, 107.
The next step onsists in onsidering the Frobenius automorphisms Frv , v 6∈ S , in the
group GK (see 6). The Riemann hypothesis for abelian varieties over a nite eld (proved
by Weil) shows that for every v the number of values χρ(Frv) is bounded by a onstant
whih depends only on the eld K , the plae v and dimA. Aording to the Chebotarev
density theorem [21℄, [67℄, the harater χρ is determined by its values χρ(Frv) ; hene,
the problem redues to onstruting a nite subset Q in {Frv} , depending only on S
and dimA, from whih the values of χρ for all Frv are determined.
But, of ourse, there still remains the question of proving Tate's onjetures. In 1966,
Tate [27℄ showed that they hold if the ground eld K is nite. Here he noted that an
essential role in the proof is played by Conjeture T above (for a nite eld, when it is
trivial), and he suggested that this onjeture might be useful for other elds K as well.
That this is valid was onrmed in [21℄, [57℄, and [Par2℄ for abelian varieties of
dimension 1 over a number eld.
Thus, the fundamental niteness onjeture for abelian varieties was redued to a
series of dierent but losely onneted problems. (See the diagram of the denitive
proof, below.) [57℄ also ontains a disussion of the question of deduing Shafarevih's
original niteness onjeture from the fundamental niteness onjeture. Although it
seems extremely natural to make suh a redutionone goes from the urve X to its
Jaobian variety (see the proof of the theorem in 6)nevertheless, [57℄ ontained some
unjustied statements about the insuieny of the Torelli theorem for this purpose.
How did further events develop? The question of the niteness of the number of
haraters (or onstrution of the set Q) turned out to be very diult. As noted in [57℄,
this question has a positive answer if one assumes (as yet unproved) onjetures about
zeta-funtions of abelian varieties.
(3)
In 1981, Serre published a proof of the niteness
theorem for haraters in the ase of ellipti urves over Q [67℄, assuming the generalized
Riemann hypothesis.
(A)
Added in translation. The point is that any semisimple representation over a eld of harateristi
zero (=Qℓ) is uniquely determined by its harater.
(3)
Inidentally, now, after Faltings nally resolved this question, the funtional equation and the
TaniyamaWeil onjeture have turned out to be useful in questions of eetiveness. See [71℄, Expose IX.
Editor's note. With referene to the designation TaniyamaWeil onjeture, see Note 1 by Serge Lang
appended at the end of this paper.
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The question of the onnetion between Conjeture T and Tate's onjetures was
resolved for varieties of any dimension in 19751977 by Yu.G. Zarkhin [11℄[13℄, using a
quaternion trik he introdued. It turned out that for any eld K niteness Conjeture
T for isogenies implies Tate's onjetures on homomorphisms and semisimpliity of the
Tate module of abelian varieties over K . Thus, in this part the arithmeti of K plays no
role at all.
The greatest eort was required for the proof of Conjeture T itself. Work ing
with abelian varieties rather than urves had the advantage that one an study the
orresponding set of rational points on the moduli spae Mabg of abelian varieties of
dimension g (just as this was done above for urves). Also, the isogeny property for
abelian varieties has a remarkable geometri interpretation in the language of the moduli
spae Mabg . Over M
ab
g there exists a tower of Heke orrespondenes
Hg,m
p1
⇒
p2
Mabg , (1)
whih are the graphs of the equivalene relation existene of an isogeny of degree m
(see 2.2). The universal family A of abelian varieties determines an invertible sheaf ω on
Mabg ( = one-dimensional ber bundle equal to the determinant of the onormal bundle
to the identity setion; see 2.1). The sheaf ω has the invariane property
p∗1ω
∼= p∗2ω. (2)
We now onsider the height hω , (the Weil height, or lass of heights) on M
ab
g (K) whih
is assoiated to the sheaf ω (see Chapters 3 and 4 of Lang's book),(4) and we try to apply
its funtorial properties (Chapter 4, Theorem 5.1) to the diagram (1), taking into aount
the isomorphism (2). For m= ℓi and for points P ,Q ∈Mabg (K) , for whih AP and AQ
are onneted by an isogeny of degree ℓi , we have
hω(P )6 hω(Q) + i · c, c= const. (3)
In the early 1960's, Tate proposed modifying the denition of the Weil height hL(P ) ,
P ∈ A(K) , L ∈ PicA, on an abelian variety A in suh a way that hL(P ) is a anonial
funtion of P (and not a lass of funtions, as in Chapter 3) and the following equality
holds if f : A→ B is a homomorphism:
ĥL(f(P )) = ĥf∗L(P ), (4)
(rather than the bound in Theorem 5.1). (This is the well-known Tate height; see Chapter
5 of Lang's book and the appendix to [Mum2℄.) If property (4) were to hold for the
morphisms in (1) and the sheaf ω , then in plae of the bound (3) we would obtain the
equality
ĥω(P ) = ĥω(Q) (5)
for an isogeny of any degree m. Sine ω is an ample sheaf on Mabg , it follows that
Conjeture T would give the niteness property of the height (Chapter 3, Theorem 2.6).
(4)
In the terminology of Chapter 4, 5, this is the height assoiated with the divisor lass of the invertible
sheaf ω .
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This program and a method for onstruting the height ĥω on M
ab
g were proposed by
A.N.Parshin in his report at the International Conferene on Number Theory in Mosow
(1971) [17℄.
Here the point of departure was again the ase of an abelian variety A over a funtion
eld K = k(B) . If f : A→ B is the Neron model of the abelian variety A over K (see
2.1), then we set
d(A) = c1(ωA/B). (6)
This invariant arose in [Par1℄, where it was noted that, when S(A) is the empty set,
then the number of families A/B with given d(A) depends only on a nite number of
parameters (over k=C). This fat was then proved in [Ar1℄ for families with arbitrary S
and k=C , and in [18℄ for families of Jaobian varieties and k of arbitrary harateristi.
Sine d(A) is obviously preserved under isogenies (of degree prime to har k ), it follows
that the funtion d(A) is ompletely suitable for the appliations mentioned above.
In order to onstrut a number eld analog, it is natural to onsider the expression
(6) and add on arhimedean omponents orresponding to plaes of the eld K . The
representation of the anonial height ĥω as a produt was suggested by the fundamental
work of Neron, whih introdued the de n of the Tate height into loal omponents (see
Chapter 11 of Lang's book).
∗
In this deomposition the arhimedean omponents have
the form ĥL,∞ = log |ϑD(z)| , if L= oA(D) and ϑD is the theta-funtion orresponding to
the divisor D (see [Ne3℄, Chapter 3, and Chapter 13 of Lang's book). In [17℄ it was noted
that the following Poisson equation holds for the arhimedean omponents:
∆A(ĥL,∞) = const. (7)
In [17℄, Equation (7) was taken as the denition of the anonial arhimedean omponents
on an arbitrary variety X/K having xed Kahler metris on X ⊗C for all imbeddings
K ⊂C . In the ase of Mabg one an give an expliit expression for ĥω,∞ (see the funtions
hmod,v in 2.3).
A niteness theorem was obtained for the height ĥω , (for abelian varieties with
potentially good redution; an exposition is given in 2.3). However, mistakes in the
omputations of the behavior of the height under isogenies prevented one from nding
the situations when (5) is fullled.
A ompletely dierent method for onstruting the anonial height is order to prove
Conjeture T was proposed by Zarkhin in 1974 ([9℄, [10℄). It is well known that Mumford's
theory of symmetri theta-strutures [Mum3℄, [Z-M℄, [14℄ enables one to onstrut a
anonial basis for the spae of setions Γ(A,L) for a ompletely symmetri abelian
invertible sheaf L on an abelian variety A. One an then take the Weil height of the zero
point orresponding to this basis (Chapter 3) as the anonial height of the variety A over
K . Here the niteness property holds by denition. But the invariane of the niteness of
this height under isogeny is a muh more diult question. Zarkhin resolved this question
∗
Editor's note. Conerning Neron's ontribution, see Note 2 by Serge Lang appended at the end of this
paper.
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in the ase of a funtion eld of arbitrary transendene degree over Fp (p 6= 2). By the
same token, in this situation Conjeture T was obtained, and also, in view of the results
mentioned above, Tate's homomorphism and semisimpliity onjetures. In the number
eld ase the possibility of applying this height remained an open question.
(5)
After an interruption of several years, this diretion of researh was ontinued by the
German mathematiian Gerd Faltings from Wuppertal. In June, 1983, his preprint Einige
Satze zum Thema abelshe Varietaten uber Zahlkorpern appeared, and then his paper [39℄,
whih aused a great ommotion throughout the world. These papers ontained proofs of
the onjetures of Tate, Shafarevih, and Mordell, following the program desribed above.
The author was able to obtain unexpeted and very lever solutions to all the remaining
unsolved parts of the program.
First of all, Faltings gave an amazingly simple proof of the niteness the orem for
haraters of semisimple representations (the existene of the nite set Q); this proof
takes up less than a page in his paper (see the exposition in 6). The atalyst for this
result was a theorem of Deligne on niteness of the number of haraters of omplex
representations of disrete groups (see below).
Thus, the enter of gravity of the whole problem immediately shifted to proving
Conjeture T. Faltings introdued the anonial height of an abelian variety (see 2.1)
and proved a niteness theorem for it (Theorem 1 in [39℄, p. 356). Faltings' denition of
height was inuened by the work of Arakelov, whih we shall disuss later. The proof
in [39℄ of the theorem on niteness of the number of abelian varieties with given height
ontains gaps (in the proof of Lemma 2 on p. 352), and goes through ompletely in the
ase of varieties with potentially good redution (this gives a proof of all of the onjetures
when this ondition is fullled, in partiular, the Mordell onjeture for suh urves, for
example, for the Fermat urve). In order to treat points of bad redution new arguments
were needed. This was done by Deligne, Gabber, and Moret-Bailly in [71℄, Exposes IV
and V (see also [40℄).
(B)
The last unexpeted result in [39℄ onerned the behavior of the height under isogeny.
Although the height is not preserved, in general, nevertheless there exist two important
lasses of isogenies for whih invariane of height holds (see Claims 1 and 2 below).
Faltings was able to show that this is suient to prove Conjeture T. An important role
in this part of the paper is the ombined appliation of Raynaud's theorem [60℄ on the
determinant of group shemes of period p, the Riemann hypothesis (Weil's theorem), and
the orollary of Minkowski's theorem whih states that the Galois group of any extension
of Q is generated by the inertia subgroups of the ramied plaes (see 5.1). In the speial
ase of ellipti urves over Q, this argument(6) ours (in another onnetion) in Serre's
(5)
Conerning the onnetion between these two heights on the moduli spae of abelian varieties, see the
book [52℄ by Moret-Bailly. This book gives an exposition of a result of S.Mori, who was able to remove
the ondition p 6= 2 in the theorems of Zarkhin mentioned above.
(B)
Added in translation. The ompatiation in [40℄ of the moduli sheme of abelian varieties over Z
enables one to obtain another version of the proof. The book [6*℄ onstruts a ompatiation of the
moduli sheme of abelian varieties over Z[1/2] using Mumford's theory of theta-strutures [Mum3℄.
(6)
In many ases it enables one to nd rational subgroups of the group of points of an abelian variety
(there are numerous examples in [Ser3℄). A general method in the ase of ellipti urves was reently
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1972 paper [Ser3℄ (pp. 307 and 313).
Raynaud's formula for the determinant (see 4.3.4) arose in answer to a question of
Serre relating to [Ser3℄. Thus, [39℄ showed the need to make essential modiations in the
rather straightforward behavior of the height dened by (5).
(7)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Plan of Proof
1. Hermite's theorem. 2. Finiteness of the set Q . 3. Finiteness of the number of haraters. 4. Finiteness
of the number of representations in Vℓ(A) . 5. Finiteness of the number of isogeny lasses. 6. The Torelli
theorem. 7. Constrution of unramied overings. 8. The Chebotarev density theorem. 9. Semisimpliity
of the representations in Vℓ(A) . 10. The Tate homomorphism onjeture. 11. The niteness onjeture for
abelian varieties. 12. Shafarevih's niteness onjeture for urves. 13. The Mordell onjeture. 14. The
niteness theorem for isogenies (Conjeture T). 15. The RiemannWeil hypothesis for abelian varieties.
16. Raynaud's formula. 17. The behavior of the anonial height under isogenies. 18. The niteness
theorem for the anonial height. 19. The arithmeti monodromy priniple. (The Galois group of any
extension of Q is generated by the inertia groups of its ramied plaes.) 20. Projetive imbedding of
the moduli spae. 21. Gabber's lemma (Let M be a dense open subset of a normal integral exellent
sheme M , and let f : A→M be a group objet in the ategory of algebrai spaes proper over M and
whose bers are abelian varieties. There exists a proper surjetive morphism π : M ′→M suh that the
preimage of A over π−1(M) extends to an algebrai spae group objet whih is at over M ′ and whose
bers are extensions of abelian varieties by tori.)
As we already noted, some unpublished work of Deligne in the early 1980's played
a role in the proof of Faltings' theorem on haraters of representations. In view of
proposed in [36℄.
(7)
We give the entral result of [39℄ (see the fundamental theorem below) in a strong form (without the
assumption onerning the polarization) due to Zarkhin [74℄. In Faltings' paper [Fa2℄, whih appeared at
the same time as [39℄, the same problem was examined in the ase of a funtion eld (for abelian varieties
of dimension 6 3 and k =C it had been resolved by Arakelov in [Ar1℄). The situation here turned out
to be more ompliated than in the ase desribed above of urves in the rst Shafarevih onjeture
(boundedness of the height is preserved, but niteness is not; see also [52℄).
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their importane, we shall give a statement of Deligne's results.
(8)
We rst reall that
to every family of Hodge strutures of dimension n over a variety U there orresponds
a loal system of vetor spaes of dimension n over U , or, equivalently, a representation
ρ : π1(U)→GL(n,C) .
Theorem (Deligne). Suppose we are given a nonsingular algebrai variety U over
C and an integer n. There exist only nitely many representations ρ : π1(U)→GL(n,C),
arising from families of polarized Hodge strutures of dimension n over U .
Sketh of the proof. The semisimpliity of the representations ρ was proved
earlier by Deligne in [7℄. Thus, it sues to show that there are only nitely many possible
haraters χρ (see [5℄, 107). This follows from the following two independent laims.
1) There exists a onstant Cγ suh that |χρ(γ)|6 Cγ for all ρ.
2) There exists a nite subset Q⊂π1(U) suh that, for all ρ1 and ρ2 , the equality χρ1(γ)=
= χρ2(γ) ∀γ ∈Q implies χρ1 = χρ2 .
The rst estimate is obtained by mapping U to the moduli spae of Hodge strutures
and using the hyperboli Kobayashi metri (ompare with the use of the Riemann
hypothesis above). The seond result holds for all representations of xed dimension n of
a given (disrete) group G (= π1(U)) with a nite number m of generators. It sues to
verify it for a free group G. In that ase it follows from the following result from invariant
theory.
Theorem [25℄, [58℄.
(9)
Let X=GL (n, k)m be an ane algebrai variety over a losed
eld k , on whih the group GL(n) ats by (simultaneous) onjugation. Then the ring of
invariants k[X ]GL(n) is generated by the funtions
Tr(gi1 . . . gis), (8)
where gi ∈GL(n, k) and i1, . . . , is run through all possible words of m letters.
Aording to Hilbert, the ring of invariants ontains a nite number of generators of the
form (8). Let γ1, . . . , γm be generators of the group G, and let Q be the set of elements
of G of the form γi1 . . . γis where i1, . . . , is is run through the words in G whih by (8)
orrespond to generators of the ring k[X ]GL(n) . The harater χρ(γ) as a funtion of ρ
determines a regular invariant funtion fγ on X :
fγ(g1, . . . , gm) = Tr(gi1 . . . gis),
where i1 . . . is is is the word giving the element γ of the free group G. If we represent fγ
as a produt of generators of the ring of invariants, we obtain the required result.
(8)
They were ommuniated to one of the authors in a letter from Deligne dated 23 November 1983
(see [8*℄); they are published here with his kind permission. For details, see the survey being prepared
by F.A.Bogomolov and A. N. Parshin entitled Dierential-geometri methods in algebrai geometry (in
the series Contemporary Problems of Mathematis, published by VINITI). Added in Deember 2009:
So far, this survey has not appeared.
(9)
See also the disussion in [53℄, p. 164. We are grateful to A. E. Zalesskil for an informative letter on
this question.
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We now return to the late 1960's and early 1970's. Parshin's paper [Par1℄ also ontained
a proof of the Mordell onjeture in the funtion eld ase arried out entirely within
the framework of the theory of algebrai surfaes (as presented, for example, in [32℄),
without bringing in the Shafarevih onjeture, let alone the Tate onjetures. The basi
ingredients were intersetion theory, the adjuntion formula, the RiemannRoh formula,
and the Hodge deomposition of ohomology. The proof of Mordell's onjeture given by
Grauert [Gra℄ was also to a large extent algebrai. This stimulated attempts to arry
over the onepts and onstrutions from the geometri situation to the number eld
ase. To every urve X over a global eld K one an assoiate its minimal model -
two-dimensional sheme bered over the ring of integers of K in the number eld ase (see
6) or over a urve in the geometri ase (see [32℄ and [Sh3℄). However, there is a dierene
in priniple between these two onstrutions: in the geometri ase the surfaes whih arise
are omplete (projetive), while in the number eld ase one must add by hand the bers
over the arhimedean plaes of K (see the situation with the produt formula in [4℄, [L5℄,
and Chapter 2 of Lang's book). This means that, in order to arry over some tehnique of
algebrai geometry to the number eld situation, one must aomplish two steps. First, one
must onsider arithmeti surfaes (in the framework of the theory of shemes); then one
must determine the arhimedean analog of the onept being onsidered. This program
was realized by Shafarevih for intersetion theory and the theory of anonial lasses (but
without arhimedean omponents) in his Bombay letures [Sh3℄ (see also [38℄, Expose X).
At the end of those letures, he posed the problem, still unsolved, of arrying over the
notion of tangent bundle to the number eld situation. We note that the ideas in this
program go bak to the deep analogy between algebrai number elds and algebrai
funtion elds that was rst noted in the nineteenth entury by Kroneker and Hilbert.
This analogy has sine been disussed and employed many times (see [31℄ and [6℄).
Arakelov's papers, [Ar2℄ and [Ar3℄, heralded remarkable progress in this diretion.
Starting from the denition of anonial height in [17℄ (see equation (7) above), and
adding to it the normalization ondition∫
X
ĥL,∞ = 0,
on arithmeti surfaes he dened suh onepts as a divisor, the divisor of a funtion,
linear equivalene, the intersetion index, and the anonial lass c1 and he proved an
adjuntion formula. In [Ar3℄ he also formulated an analog of the RiemannRoh theorem
(unfortunately, part of Arakelov's results remained unpublished, and as a onsequene
were re-proved in [Fa1℄ and [46℄). However, it was not then possible to onstrut analogs
of suh onepts as the Hodge deomposition or the tangent bundle.
Remark added in translation. We note that even in the part of the theory of
arithmeti surfaes that has already been onstruted it has not been possible to obtain a
omplete analogy with the usual theory of algebrai surfaes. For example, the adjuntion
formula is true only for setions (as noted by Szpiro). There is no projetion formula for the
intersetion index under nite morphisms. The entire theory is rather artiially divided
into two parts: arithmeti surfaes with generi ber of genus g> 1 and ruled arithmeti
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surfaes. In the theory we have, the latter surfaes appear to be very trivial objets.
Meanwhile, an analysis of families of urves of genus 0 shows that the struture of the
arhimedean bers Xv/C ( = ompat Riemann surfaes) is muh more ompliated. The
tendeny to regard the pair (Xv , Kahler metri) as an analog of the ber model Xv/Kv
(where Kv is a nonarhimedean loal eld) over Spe Ov (where Ov is its ring of integers)
is learly insuient. From the point of view of the analogy between nonarhimedean loal
elds and the eld C , the set of models of the urve X=P 1/C an be desribed (or rather
dened!) as a ertain set of probability measures in three-dimensional hyperboli spae for
whih the Riemann surfae X is the absolute spae. In order to pass to the ase of urves
X of genus g > 0 one must expliitly examine the Shottky uniformization of the urves
X and the two-dimensional analog of the FourierTate transformation in loal elds.
In this onnetion, Arakelov proposed another path to a proof of the Mordell onjeture
in the framework of the theory of arithmeti surfaes, using the ζ -funtions introdued
in [Ar3℄ whih are assoiated to divisors on a surfae. Unfortunately, this program also
remained unrealized.
Sine that time, in the theory of arithmeti surfaes one further fundamental result
was obtained whih has a purely algebrai formulationthe BogomolovMiyaokaYao
inequality (see [3℄ and [51℄) for surfaes V of general type over a eld k of harateristi
0:
c1(V )
2
6 3c2(V ), (9)
where c1(V ) is the anonial lass and c2(V ) is the Euler harateristi. If one ould
obtain inequality (9) for an arithmeti surfae, then the onstrutions of Chapter III
of [Par1℄ ombined with Arakelov's intersetion theory would enable one to give a new
eetive proof of the Mordell onjeture. A diulty with this approah is that (9) is false
for elds k of nite harateristi (see, for example, [Par2℄). See also the Appendix to 6,
below.
Remark added in translation. The arithmeti analog of the Bogomolov
MiyaokiYao inequality for an algebrai urve X of genus g> 1 dened over an algebrai
number eld K looks as follows :
ω · ω 6 3δ + (2g − 2) log |DK/Q|.
Here ω is the relative anonial lass of the minimal model of X , ω · ω is the Arakelov
intersetion index, δ is the invariant introdued by Faltings [Fa1℄, and DK/Q is the
disriminant of the eld K over Q. Here it is assumed that the urve has stable redution
over K , and the metris on the arhimedean omponents of the orresponding arithmeti
surfae are Arakelov metris (i. e., they are indued by a at metri on the Jaobian
variety). See [4*, 5**, 6**℄. To obtain the result mentioned above, and also an appliation
to Fermat's theorem (see p. 435), it is enough to have the inequality with any absolute
onstant A in plae of 3 in front of δ . We further note that van de Ven [5*℄ was the rst
to obtain an inequality of the type c21 6Ac2 in the geometri ase. His proof uses Hodge
theory for surfaes in an essential way, and it gives A = 8 .
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We note that Arakelov's papers, [Ar2℄ and [Ar3℄, ontained one other approah to
dening the onepts of algebrai geometry mentioned above, using the tehnique of
metrized sheaves. This approah aroused great interest after the appearane of Faltings'
papers [Fa1℄ and [39℄, and it led to a whole series of papers ([71℄, Exposes IIII, [47℄, [16a℄,
[45℄, and [15b℄).
Remark added in translation. It should be noted that the survey [16a℄
ontains the following inauraies. The omparison between the intersetion indies
in the arhimedean and nonarhimedean situations at the end of 1.5 is wrong. The
Green's funtion Gv(Dv, x) , Kv =C, x ∈ (X −Dv)(C) , Dv a divisor on the Riemann
surfae Xv has as its analog in the nonarhimedean situation the intersetion index
〈Dv, x〉v on the regular model Y/Ov of the urve Xv/Kv (where Kv is a nonarhimedean
loal eld and Ov is its ring of integers). The ondition x 6∈Dv means that x and Dv
orrespond to subshemes of Y whih interset only over the losed point of SpecOv . Even
if the model Y is smooth over SpecOv , the funtion f(x)= 〈Dv, x〉 , x∈ (X −Dv)(Kv) , is
not onstant, nor even loally onstant. It is also lear that the presene of degenerations
does not (despite the laim in [16a℄) have any inuene on suh properties of the funtion
f(x) . This funtion always has an innite set of values.
[The remark in 3.1 onerning the speial role of the KahlerEinstein metri for
arithmeti varieties ontradits the onrete results in 1 and 2the adjuntion formula
and the RiemannRoh theorem, whih are valid only for the Arakelov metri, whih is
not a KahlerEinstein metri. This was pointed out to one of the authors by M.Atiyah.℄
At the beginning of this Introdution we alluded to Shafarevih's seond onjeture
in [30℄. It an be reformulated as the statement that there do not exist smooth proper
shemes over SpecZ of relative dimension 1 and genus > 1 . The geometri analog of
this onjeture was thoroughly investigated in [Par1℄ and [69℄. The generalization of this
problem to abelian varieties was examined in a series of papers by V.A.Abrashkin in
19761977 (see [20℄). He found a general approah to this onjeture using nite group
shemes, the RiemannWeil hypothesis, and bounds for the disriminants of algebrai
number elds. This problem was then solved for abelian varieties of dimension 6 3 . Very
reently, Fontaine [43℄ and independently Abrashkin [1℄, [1a℄ obtained a omplete solution
along these lines.
Theorem [43℄, [1℄. There do not exist smooth abelian shemes over the rings of
integers of the algebrai number elds Q, Q(
√−1), Q(√−2), Q(√−3), Q(√−7),
Q(
√
2), Q(
√
5), Q( 5
√
1).
We now proeed to desribe the plan of proof of Faltings' results that will be used in
this survey.
Let S be a nite set of nonarhimedean plaes of the eld K , and let g be a natural
number. We let Ø(K, g, S) denote the set of g -dimensional abelian varieties over K ,
onsidered up to K -isomorphism, and having good redution outside S . If A∈Ø(K, g, S)
and if B is an abelian variety whih is K -isogenous to A, then B also belongs to the set
Ø(K, g, S) . Let S ′ be the set of all plaes of the eld L whih lie over the plaes of K
whih belong to S . The set S ′ is nite, and if A ∈Ø(K, g, S) , then AL ∈Ø(L, g, S ′) .
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Fundamental theorem. The set Ø(K, g, S) is nite.
Remark. To prove the fundamental theorem it sues to show that the set
Ø(L, g, S ′) is nite (for any extension L of K ), beause we have the following fat.
Finiteness theorem for forms of an abelian variety. Let X be an abelian
variety over a eld F , and let E be a nite separable extension of F . The set of abelian
varieties Y over F suh that Y⊗FE ∼=X⊗FE is nite (up to F -isomorphism).
The fundamental theorem follows from the following two weaker assertions.
Finiteness theorem for isogeny lasses. There exist a nite number of
abelian varieties A(1), . . . , A(t) ) over K whih satisfy the following ondition. If A is
a g -dimensional abelian variety over K whih has good redution outside S , then A is
isogenous over K to one of the abelian varieties A(i) .
Finiteness theorem for isogenies. The set of abelian varieties B over K

(onsidered up to K -isomorphism) for whih there exists a K -isogeny A→ B is nite.
We shall derive these theorems from Theorems 14 below.
Theorem 1. Let K be a number eld, and let p be a prime whih is unramied in
K . Fix a natural number g . There exists a nite set of primes M =M(K, p, g) whih an
be expliitly determined from K , p, g and whih satises the following onditions.
Let A be a g -dimensional abelian variety over K whih has good redution at all
plaes of K lying above p. Let s (A) be the (nite) set of prime numbers whih are the
harateristis of the residue elds of the plaes in S(A). Then the set of abelian varieties
B over K (onsidered up to K -isomorphism) for whih there exists a K -isogeny A→B
of degree not divisible by any prime number in M ∪ s(A) is nite.
Corollary. Let A be an abelian variety over K . There exists a nite set M of
prime numbers suh that the set of abelian varieties B over K (onsidered up to K -
isomorphism

) for whih there is a K -isogeny A→B of degree not divisible by any prime
in M is nite.
We shall prove Theorem 1 only for K =Q (5.0.3). When K is arbitrary we shall limit
ourselves to a proof of the orollary (5.0.4).
Theorem 2. Let A be an abelian variety over a number eld K , and let ℓ be a prime
number. The set of abelian varieties B for whih there exists a K -isogeny A→B whose
degree is a power of ℓ is nite (up to isomorphism).
In order to state Theorems 3 and 4 we shall need the onept of the Tate module of an
abelian variety (see [Mum2℄ and [24℄).
Let F be an arbitrary eld, let F be the algebrai losure of F , and let G be the
Galois group of F . Let X be an abelian variety dened over F , and let End X be its
ring of F -endomorphisms. Let n be a natural number whih is prime to the harateristi
of F . We let Xn denote the subgroup of the group X(F ) of F -points onsisting of the
elements annihilated by multipliation by n. It is well known [Mum2℄ that Xn is a nite
abelian group whih is a free Z/nZ-module of rank 2 dimX . The natural ations of the
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group G and the ring End X on X(F ) preserve the subgroup Xn , thereby making it
into a nite Galois module and determining an imbedding
EndX ⊗ Z/nZ →֒ EndGXn.
If m and n are natural numbers prime to the harateristi of F , then Xn is a Galois
submodule of Xnm , equal to the kernel of multipliation by n, and we have the exat
sequene of Galois modules
0→Xn→Xnm n→Xm→ 0,
whih is ompatible with the ation of the ring EndX .
Now suppose that n= ℓi is a power of a prime ℓ not equal to the harateristi of F .
We dene the Tate ℓ-module (or Zℓ -module) Tℓ(X) of the abelian variety X to be the
projetive limit (with respet to i)
Tℓ(X) = lim
←
Xℓi
(here the maps are multipliation by ℓ). This limit Tℓ(X) is a free Zℓ -module of rank 2
dim x. We set
Vℓ(X) = Tℓ(X)⊗Qℓ Zℓ.
Clearly Vℓ(X) is a vetor spae over the eld Qℓ of ℓ-adi numbers of dimension 2 dimX ;
we shall all it the Tate Qℓ -module of the abelian variety X . The ations of the group
G and the algebra EndX on the Xℓi glue together to give a ontinuous homomorphism

(ℓ-adi representation)
ρℓ,X : G→ Aut Tℓ(X)⊂ AutVℓ(X)
and imbeddings
EndX ⊗ Zℓ →֒ EndGTℓ(X),
∩ ∩
EndX ⊗Qℓ →֒ EndGVℓ(X),
respetively. We let χρ = χρℓ,X : G→Zℓ denote the funtion whih is the harater of the
representation ρℓ,X . If Y is an abelian variety over F whih is F -isogenous to X , then
the representations ρℓ,X and ρℓ,Y , i. e., the modules Vℓ(X) and Vℓ(X) , are isomorphi; in
partiular, the haraters χρ are the same for X and Y .
Theorem 3. Let A be an abelian variety over a number eld K , and let ℓ be a prime
number.
1) If W is a Qℓ -subspae of Vℓ(A) whih is a Galois submodule, then there exists an
endomorphism u ∈ EndA⊗Qℓ , suh that u2 = u and Vℓ(A) =W , i. e., the subspae
(1− u)Vℓ(A) is a omplement of W in Vℓ(A). In partiular, the Galois module Vℓ(A)
is semisimple.
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2) The Tate homomorphism onjeture. The natural imbeddings
EndA⊗ Zℓ →֒ EndGTℓ(A) and EndA⊗Qℓ →֒ EndGVℓ(A)
are bijetions.
3) If B is an abelian variety over K , and if the Galois modules Vℓ(A) and Vℓ(B) are
isomorphi, then the abelian varieties A and B are isomorphi over K .
Remark. Parts 2 and 3 follow from part 1 applied to the abelian varieties A2 and
A×B , respetively.
Remark added in translation. If one replaes the Tate module by the group of
points of suiently large prime order ℓ , then one has the following analog of Theorem 3
(see [74℄).
For all exept nitely many primes ℓ the Galois module Aℓ is semisimple, and the
natural imbedding EndA⊗ Z/ℓZ→ EndGAℓ is a bijetion.
Serre's theorem [7*, 9**, 8**℄. Set g = dimA and let G(ℓ) denote the image of
the Galois group G in AutAℓ ≈GL(2g,Z/ℓZ). For all primes ℓ exept perhaps nitely
many, there exists a onneted redutive algebrai subgroup Hℓ in GL2g whih is dened
over Z/ℓZ and has the property that, if we replae K by a xed nite algebrai extension
not depending on ℓ, the group Hℓ(Z/ℓZ) of Z/ℓZ-rational points ontains G(ℓ) as a
subgroup of index bounded by a onstant independent of ℓ.
Theorem 4. Suppose that K is a number eld, G is the Galois group of its algebrai
losure, S is a nite set of nonarhimedean plaes, g is an integer, and ℓ is a prime
number. Then the set of haraters χρ : G→ Zℓ orresponding to abelian varieties A in
Ø(K, g, S) is nite.
The niteness theorem for isogeny lasses is obtained from Theorems 3 and 4 using the
reasoning outlined above.
Proof of the finiteness theorem for isogeny lasses. (modulo the orollary
to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2). Let A be an abelian variety over K , and let M be a nite
set of prime numbers whih satises the onlusion of the orollary to Theorem 1. Let n
be the number of elements in the nite set M , and let ℓ1, . . . ℓn be all of the primes in
M . Any isogeny from A to B fators into a omposition of isogenies
A→ B(0) →B(1) → . . .→ B(n) =B,
whih satisfy the following onditions. The degree of the isogeny A→ B0 is not divisible
by any of the primes in M . The degree of the isogeny B(i−1) → B(i) is a power of the
prime ℓi .
Aording to Theorem 1, there exist only nitely many possibilities for the abelian
variety B(0) . Aording to Theorem 2, applied to the abelian variety B(0) and the prime
ℓ1 , there exist only nitely many possibilities for B(1) . A simple indution (based on
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applying Theorem 2 to B(i−1) and ℓi ) shows that there are only nitely many possibilities
for the abelian variety B(n) =B .
We now disuss the proof of Theorems 14. Conerning Theorem 4, see 6. The proofs
of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are muh more ompliated, and are based upon the notion of the
anonial height h(A) of an abelian variety A dened over a number eld. This height is
a ertain real number; for the preise denition, see 2.1. We have the following
Finiteness theorem for the height (2.1). Let K be a number eld, C a
real number, and g an integer. The set of abelian varieties A over K (onsidered up to
K -isomorphism) for whih dimA= g , h(A)6C , and A is prinipally polarized is nite.
This theorem and a speial ase of the next laim will be used in 5 in order to prove
the orollary to Theorem 1.
Claim 1. If A→B is the isogeny in the hypothesis of Theorem 1, then h(A) = h(B).
In 5 we prove this speial ase (Corollary 5.0.2), and then we use a Galois desent along
with the niteness theorem for the height in order to obtain the orollary to Theorem 1.
Claim 2. Let A be an abelian variety over a number eld K . Suppose that we are
given an innite sequene of K -isogenies of abelian varieties
A→ B(1) → B(2) → . . .→B(n) → . . . ,
suh that the kernels Wn =Ker(A→B(n)) form an ℓ-divisible group (see 3). Then there
exists a natural number N suh that h(B(n)) = h(B(+1)), for all n > N , i. e., the height
does not depend on n.
The speial ase of Claim 2 when K =Q (Lemma 5.3.1) and the niteness theorem for
the height are used to prove the following fat.
Claim 3. (Corollary 5.4). Let A be an abelian variety over a number eld K . Suppose
that we are given an innite sequene of K -isogenies of abelian varieties A→ B(1) →
B(2) → . . . suh that the kernels Ker(A→ B(n)) form an ℓ-divisible group. Then the
sequene B(1) , B(2) , . . . ontains only nitely many pairwise nonisomorphi abelian
varieties.
Now Theorems 2 and 3 are derived from Claim 3. We note that this derivation is purely
algebrai: it in no way uses the arithmeti of the eld K (see 3).
The most omplete exposition of Fallings' results (and Arakelov's theory of arithmeti
surfaes) is in [71℄. For a more ondensed presentation, see the Bourbaki seminar
reports [37℄ and [70℄. In [41℄ one an nd a very detailed exposition of the part onneted
with isogenies, nite group shemes, and ℓ-adi representations.(C)
2. The anonial height of an abelian variety and the moduli spae
2.1. Let K be an algebrai number eld of nite degree [K :Q] over Q, let ΛK be
its ring of integers, let S= SpecΛk , and let P (K) be the set of plaes of K . Then
(C)
Added in translation. After this was written, the book [1*℄ also appeared.
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P (K) = P (K)f ∪ P (K)∞ , where P (K)f is the innite set of nonarhimedean (nite)
plaes (they an be identied with the losed points of the sheme S or with the disrete
valuations of the eld K ), and P (K)
∞
is the nite set of arhimedean (innite) plaes
v (they an be identied with imbeddings v : K →֒C) ; see [4℄ and [25℄. It is well known
that #P (K)
∞
= [K :Q].
If v ∈ P (K)f , then we let ov denote the orresponding omplete loal ring (the
ompletion of the ring ΛK with respet to the disrete valuation orresponding to v ). We
shall use the same letter v to denote the plae v , the orresponding disrete valuation
v : K∗→Z, and also the extension of the valuation to the eld of frations Kv of the ring
ov . For a prime element π ∈mv ⊂ ov (mv is the maximal ideal of ov ) we have v(π) = 1 ,
and if k(v) = ov/mv is the residue eld, then Nv =#k(v) .
We onsider an abelian variety A dened over a loal eld Kv (a nite extension of
Qp ). It orresponds to a smooth group sheme ϕ : A→ Spec ov over the ring ov , alled
the Neron

(minimal

) model of the abelian variety A; it has the following property.
Given any smooth sheme B over Spec ov and any morphism f : B =B⊗Kv → A,
there exists a unique morphism f˜ : B→A , whih oinides with f on the generi ber.
The sheme A is uniquely determined by this ondition; see [46℄, [59℄, Chapter 11, 5,
and Lang's book, Chapter 12, 3. In what follows we shall let A0 denote the onneted
omponent of the identity setion in A .
We let e : Spec ov →A denote the identity setion of the sheme A . The losed ber
Av =A⊗ k(v) is a ommutative algebrai group over the eld k(v) , and one says that A
has at v (or over Kv )
good redution, if Av is an abelian variety;
potentially good redution, if there exists a nite extension L/Kv suh that the abelian
variety A⊗ L has good redution; and
semistable redution, if A0v is an extension of an abelian variety by a torus.
The last ondition is equivalent to saying that Av has no unipotent omponent. For
any abelian variety A over Kv there exists a nite extension L/Kv suh that A⊗ L
has semistable redution over L (the semistable redution theorem) [45℄. If for some n> 3
prime to the harateristi of the residue eld all of the points of order n on A are rational
over K , then A always has semistable redution (Raynaud's riterion). We further note
that all three properties above are preserved in going from A to any abelian variety B
whih is isogenous to it (invariane under isogeny) [24℄. If A has semistable redution
over Kv , then for any extension L/Kv the Neron model of the abelian variety A⊗ L is
A⊗ovoL (oL is the ring of integers of L).
Now suppose that ϕ : A→ S, S= Spec ov is an arbitrary smooth group sheme over
ov , and A =A⊗Kv is the generi ber. We let E= e(S)⊂A denote the image of the
identity setion e. This is a one-dimensional subsheme whih is regularly imbedded in
A and is mapped by ϕ isomorphially onto S. The sheaf Ω1
A/S of relative dierentials of
degree 1 when restrited to E gives a loally free sheaf of rank g = dimA (the onormal
bundle). It is isomorphi to e∗Ω1A/S . We set
ωA/S = Λ
g
ov
(e∗Ω1A/S).
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This is a free ov -module of rank 1. If ω ∈ ΩgA/Kv is a dierential form whih is nonzero
at the identity point of the group A, then ω determines a rational setion of the sheaf
ωA/S , or, equivalently, an element of the vetor spae ωA/S ⊗Kv ∼= ΩgA/Kv of dimension
1 over Kv . The valuation v an be extended to Ω
g
A/Kv
, using the lattie ωA/S . If G and
H are ommensurable subgroups (equal up to a subgroup of nite index) of a group, we
set [G :H ] = #G/(G ∩H)(#H/(G ∩H))−1 . In partiular,
[G :H ] =
{
#(G/H), if H ⊆G,
#(H/G)−1, if G⊆H.
Then
Nvv(ω) = [ωA/S : ov · ω].
Definition 1. Let A be an abelian variety over the eld Kv , g = dimA, ω ∈ΩgA/Kv .
Suppose that the form ω 6= 0 is invariant under translations. Then
hKv(A, ω) = v(ω) logNv
is alled the loal fator (at the plae v ) of the anonial height of the abelian variety A
over Kv .
This denition makes sense, sine the form ω must be nonzero at the identity point.
Proposition 1. The loal fators hKv have the following properties.
1) If λ ∈K∗v , then
hKv(A, λω) = hKv(A, ω) + v(λ) logNv.
2) If the abelian variety A has semistable redution over Kv and if L/Kv is a nite
extension, then
[L :Kv] · hKv(A, ω) = hL(A⊗ L, ω ⊗ L).
3) If the abelian variety A has semistable redution over Kv and if f : A→ B is an
isogeny, then
hKv(A, f
∗ω) = hKv(B, ω) + log(#e
∗Ω1G/C),
where G=Ker f˜ , f˜ : A→B is the homomorphism of Neron models determined by f ,
and e : S→G is the identity setion.
Property 1) is obvious; property 2) follows from the fat that if A is the Neron model
of A and oL is the ring of integers of L, then A⊗ov oL is the Neron model of the
abelian variety A⊗ L over L. If the ber Av has a unipotent omponent, then this
stability property of the Neron model is not, in general, fullled (nor is property 2) of
the proposition). In order to obtain 3), we note that the sequene of homomorphisms of
group shemes
G
i→A ef→B (i is a losed imbedding)
whih exists by the denition of the Neron model, has the following additional property
in the ase of semistable redution of A (and hene of B ): f˜ is a at morphism and G
is a quasinite at group sheme over ov (see [71℄, p. 201, or [41℄, p. 129).
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G is a nite group sheme, i. e., proper over ov , only if A has good redution at v .
If the redution is not semistable, then the example of multipliation by p (where p is
the harateristi of the residue eld k(v)) shows that dimGv may be greater than zero
(multipliation by p annihilates the unipotent omponent of Av ), at the same time as
dim(G×Kv) = 0 .
Under these onditions it an be shown that the sequene of maps of modules of
dierentials indued by (∗)
0→ e∗Ω1B/S
ef∗→ e∗Ω1A/S i
∗→ e∗Ω1G/S → 0
is exat [lo. it.℄. Here the rst two groups are free modules over ov of rank d=dimA=
=dimB (see above), and the last group is nite. Passing to exterior powers, we obtain an
imbedding of free rank 1 ov -modules: ωB/S →֒ωA/S , whose okernel, whih we shall denote
detG, is a nite ov -module whose length L(detG) is equal to the length L(e
∗Ω1
G/S) (the
elementary divisor theorem). The orders of the groups detG and e∗Ω1G/S are also the
same, and this proves property 3). We note that there is exatly one simple ov -module
(up to isomorphism), namely, the residue eld k ; this gives us the equality
#detG=#e∗Ω1G/S =Nv
L(e∗Ω1
G/S
).
Later (4 and 5) we shall denote the funtion v(ω) by L(A, ω) expliitly indiating the
dependene on the abelian variety A (and we shall all it the loal term in the logarithmi
height of the abelian variety A over Kv ). We have
hKv(A, ω) = L(A, ω) logNv.
The loal terms L(A, ω) have the following properties.
1) If λ ∈K∗v , then
L(A, λω) = L(A, ω) + v(λ).
2) Let L/Kv be a nite extension. Then L(A, ω)=L(A⊗L, ω⊗L) . If the abelian variety
A has semistable redution over Kv , and if L/Kv is a nite extension with ramiation
index e, then
L(A⊗ L, ω ⊗ L) = eL(A, ω).
3) Suppose that the abelian variety A has semistable redution over Kv , and f : A→B
is an isogeny. Then, in the notation of Proposition 1,
L(A, f ∗ω) = L(B, ω) + L(e∗Ω1G/S),
where ω = ΩgB/Kv , G=Ker f˜ , e : S→A is the identity setion of the Neron model.
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It should be noted that our denition of the loal term L(A, ω) an be used for abelian
varieties over any disrete valuation eld F of harateristi zero having a perfet residue
eld of harateristi p (under these assumptions the Neron model always exists). Here the
expression L(A, ω) will satisfy onditions 1)3). In partiular, the value of this expression
does not hange under unramied extensions of the ground eld. For example, one an
onsider the loal term of the logarithmi height L(A, ω) for abelian varieties over the
maximal unramied extension Kunrv of a v -adi eld Kv . From the properties of the Neron
model (see Lang's book, Chapter 11, 5) it follows that the loal term L(A, ω) does not
hange if one passes to the ompletion K̂unrv of the eld K
unr
v , whih is a omplete disrete
valuation eld with algebraially losed residue eld of harateristi p. We note that the
Galois group I of the eld K̂unrv oinides with the inertia group I(v) of the plae v .
In the ase of an abelian variety A over the eld of funtions on a urve B , we have
d(A) =
∑
v∈B
L(A⊗Kv, ω ⊗Kv),
where d(A) is the invariant (6) in 1.
We now proeed to onsider the arhimedean omponents. If v ∈ P (K)
∞
, then let Kv
be the (topologial) losure of K in C , and set
εv =
{
1, if Kv =R,
2, if Kv =C.
Definition 2. Suppose that A is an abelian variety over the eld Kv , g = dimA,
ω ∈ ΩgA/Kv , ω 6= 0 , is a regular form. We set
hKv(A, ω) =−εv2 log
[(
i
2
)g ∫
A(C)
ω ∧ ω
]
.
Remark 1. The expression in square brakets is onneted with the period matrix.
It is equal to ∣∣∣∣det(∫
γi
ωi,
∫
γi+g
ωi
)∣∣∣∣,
where ωi ∈ Γ(A,Ω1A) , ω1 ∧ . . . ∧ ωg = ω and γ1, . . . , γ2g is a basis of H1(A(C),Z) .
Proposition 2. The loal term hKv(A, ω) has the following properties.
1) If λ ∈K∗v , then
hKv(A, λω) = hKv(A, ω)− εv log |λ|.
2) If L/Kv is a nite extension, then
[L :Kv]hKv(A, ω) = hL(A⊗ L, ω ⊗ L).
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3) If f : A→ B is an isogeny, then
hKv(A, f
∗ω) = hKv(B, ω)− εv2 log(deg f).
It is an elementary exerise to verify these properties. We now onsider the global
situation of an abelian variety A over a number eld K . We shall say that A has the
redution properties given above over the eld K if those properties are fullled for all
nonarhimedean plaes v∈P (K)f . We let S(A) denote the set of (nonarhimedean) plaes
v of K at whih A has bad redution. S(A) is a nite set. If B is an abelian variety over
K , then S(A×B) = S(A) ∪ S(B) . If A and B are isogenous to one another over K ,
then S(A) = S(B) . In partiular, S(A) = S(A′) , where A′ is the Piard variety of A. Let
L be a number eld ontaining K , and let AL be the abelian variety A onsidered over
L, i. e., AL = A⊗KL. Then we an onsider the nite set S(AL) of plaes of Lthe set
of plaes of bad redution of the abelian variety AL . If v is a plae of K at whih A has
good redution, i. e., if v 6∈ S(A) , and if v′ is a plae of L lying over v , then v′ 6∈ S(AL) .
If the eld extension L/K is unramied at a plae v of L and if v ∈ S(A) , then all of
the plaes v′ of L lying over v belong to the set S(A) .
Definition 3. Suppose that A is an abelian variety over a number eld K , g=dimA,
and ω ∈ ΩgA/K is a nonzero invariant form. Then
h(A) =
1
[K :Q]
∑
v∈P (K)
hKv(A, ω)
is alled the anonial height of the abelian variety A.
Using the produt formula (Chapter 2 in Lang's book) and Propositions 1.1 and 2.1,
we see that h(A) does not depend on the hoie of the form ω .
Proposition 3. The anonial height h(A) has the following properties:
1) if L/K is a nite extension and if A has semistable redution over K , then
h(A⊗KL) = h(A);
2) if f : A→ B is an isogeny and if A has semistable redution over K , then
h(A) = h(B)− 1
2
log(deg f) +
1
[K :Q]
log(#e∗Ω1G/S),
where G =Ker f˜ , and f˜ is the homomorphism of Neron models determined by f ;
3) h(A×B) = h(A) + h(B).
Properties 1) and 2) follow from Propositions 1 and 2. Property 3) an be veried
diretly. We note that from 2) it follows that 2[K :Q](h(B)−h(A)) belongs to logQ and
is equal to a sum of numbers of the form log ℓ with ℓ| deg f (the morphism f˜ is etale over
the plaes v of K whih are prime to the divisors of deg f ; hene Ω1
G/S is equal to zero
over suh plaes).
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We further note that the number exp h(A) ours in an expression for the residue of the
ζ -funtion of an ellipti urve at the point s=1 , aording to the BirhSwinnertonDyer
onjeture (see [Man2℄). It is not surprising that the orresponding expression in the
geometri analog of this onjeture for a urve over a funtion eld with nite eld of
onstants Fq ontains the fator q
d(A)
where d(A) is the invariant (6) of 1.
Finiteness theorem for the height. Suppose that K is a number eld, c ∈
∈R, and g is an integer. The set of abelian varieties A over K (onsidered up to K -
isomorphism

) for whih
1) dimA= g ,
2) h(A)6 c, and
3) there exists a prinipal

(i. e., degree 1

) polarization, is nite.
(For appliations one an replae the inequality in 2) by equality.)
For the proof of this theorem, see [71℄, Expose IV (a more ondensed exposition is in
Deligne's report [37℄). We also have another denition of the height of an abelian variety
(disussed in [17℄ and [Par2℄). This modular height hmod (A) has all of the properties of
h(A) (Proposition 3 and the niteness theorem), and diers from h(A) only by a onstant.
We limit ourselves to the ase of abelian varieties with potentially good redution.
Remark 2. In 5 we shall also use the following variant of the height h(A) . If A is an
abelian variety over a loal eld Kv , then by the loal stable term LS(A, ω) we mean the
number e−1L(A⊗L, ω⊗L) , where L is an extension of Kv over whih A has semistable
redution and e is the ramiation index of the extension L/Kv . This term does not
depend on the hoie of L. We set hs(A) = [K :Q]
−1∑
Ls(A⊗Kv, ω ⊗Kv) . Then, from
the niteness theorem for the height h(A) , the niteness theorem for forms, and Hermite's
theorem (see 1), we onlude that for a given number eld K and dimension g there
exist only nitely many (up to K -isomorphism) abelian varieties A over K of dimension
g having xed hs(A) and setS(A) (see the argument below in Remark 1).
2.2. The moduli spae. Here we give a brief presentation based upon 3 of [17℄. For
details of the proofs see [62℄, [44℄, [50℄, and [48℄.
Let Sg ⊂Cg(g+1)/2 be the set of omplex matries Z =X + iY whih are symmetri
(Zt = Z) and have positive denite imaginary part Y (Y > 0) .
The sympleti group G= Sp(2g,R) ats on Sg by the formula
g(Z) = (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1, g =
(
A B
C D
)
. (1)
If Γ⊂ Sp(2g,Z)⊂G is a subgroup of nite index, then a omplex funtion f on Sg is
alled a modular form of weight r if
1) f is holomorphi on Sg ,
2) f(γ(Z)) = det (CZ +D)rf(Z) , γ ∈ Γ , and
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3) f is bounded in the region Y > Y0 , where Y0 > 0 .
This implies that the real funtion f˜(Z)= (det Y )r/2|f(Z)| is invariant relative to Γ ([44℄,
Chapter 1). A modular form f has a Fourier expansion
f(Z) =
∑
T>r
a(T )eiπTr(TZ)
and is alled a usp form if a(T ) 6= 0 implies T > 0 . In this ase f˜(Z) has a maximum
on Sg ([44℄, Chapter 1).
In Sg we have a volume whih is invariant relative to the group G; it is given by
Ω = dXdY
(det Y )g+1
, (2)
and so for a usp form f(Z) of weight N(g + 1) we have
f˜(Z)2 = f(Z)f(Z)(detY )N(g+1) 6 C. (3)
We set M=M(Γ) =Sg/Γ . If Γ has a suiently large index in Sp(2g,Z) , then this is
a nonsingular omplex manifold. One an dene a orresponding ane group D , whih
is an extension of Γ by Z2g (see [17℄, 2). Then A=Sg ×Cg/D determines an abelian
sheme q : A→M . For any N we have the isomorphism
i : ω⊗N
M/C =
(g(g+1)/2∧
Ω1M/C
)⊗N
→˜ ω⊗N(g+1)
A/M , (4)
whih ommutes with the ation of Sp(2g,Z)/Γ on M(Γ) , if Γ is a normal divisor. The
map (4) is indued by the KodairaSpener mapping [50℄ (T is the tangent bundle)
TM→R1q∗TA/M
followed by the map from R1q∗TA/M to R
1q∗oA ⊗R1q∗oA (sine for any abelian sheme
TA/M∼= q∗e∗TA/M, and then passage to the dual maps of the determinants of these sheaves.
The sheme M=M(Γ) or Mabg (Γ) (the moduli spae) has the following universal
property (if the index of Γ is suiently large): for any prinipally polarized abelian
variety A over C there exists a point a ∈M(C) suh that the ber Aa of the family
A/M is isomorphi to A. The sheaf ωM (and hene ωA/M) is ample on M , and some
power ω⊗NM gives a projetive imbedding of the manifold M .
The regular setions of the sheaf ωM/C on M may be regarded as modular forms of
weight g + 1 . Hene, if η ∈ Γ(M, ω⊗NM ) is a usp form, then from (3) we have
− log
∣∣∣η ∧ η
Ω⊗N
∣∣∣> C. (5)
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We now onstrut the tower of Heke orrespondenes over M(Γ) . Let Γ0(m)⊂ Sp(2g,Z)
onsist of the matries (1) with C ≡ 0modm. We set
Hg,m =Hg,m(Γ) =Sg/Γ0(m) ∩ Γ.
The map τ(Z) =−m−1Z−1 indues an involution on Hg,m (under ertain onditions on
Γ see [17℄, 2), and hene we have the diagram
Hg,m
p1
⇒
p2
M, (6)
in whih p1 is the projetion oming from the imbedding Γ0(m)∩Γ →֒ Γ , and p2= p1 ◦ τ .
Lifting the abelian sheme A over Hg,m , we obtain the diagram
p−11 (A)
ψ−→ p−12 (A)
ց ւ
Hg,m
(7)
in whih ψ is the isogeny of degree m whih is indued by the map δ of Sg ×Cg to itself
given by δ(Z, ω) = (τ(Z), ωZ−1) . The diagram (7) has the following universal property :
for any degree m isogeny f : A→B , A=Aa , B =Ab (bers of the family A/M), there
exists a point c ∈Hg,m suh that p1(c) = a, p2(c) = b, and ψ|c = f .
If the form η ∈ Γ(M, ω⊗NM ) is hosen so that
i(ηa) = f
∗i(ηb) in ω
⊗N(g+1)
A/M,a ,
whih is possible for N large (beause the sheaf ωM is ample), then a diret veriation
shows that
(p∗1η)c = (deg f)
N (p∗2η)c in ω
⊗N
H,c . (8)
2.3. The modular height. This height is obtained by ombining Denition 1 in
2.1 for the nonarhimedean plaes v with a denition of the arhimedean omponents as
funtions on the moduli spae M(Γ) or Mabg . In order to obtain the neessary estimates,
we must have a moduli sheme M over SpecZ with universal abelian sheme A/M. They
must be models over Z of the moduli spaes M(Γ) whih were introdued for C above.
Suh a sheme exists, if we onsider rigidied abelian varieties (and then M⊗C=M(Γ)
for some subgroup Γ) [53℄. Unfortunately, suh a theorem an be proved not over SpecZ
but over an open subset of it. There are several ways of getting around this diulty.
Sine all of them involve some tehnial ompliations, we shall suppose in what follows
that the moduli sheme exists over Z.
Remark added in translation. Gabber's lemma (item 21 in the diagram in 1,
and Expose 5 of [71℄) makes it possible to avoid both this diulty and also the diulties
at points of bad redution. Namely, from the moduli sheme M over SpecZ  (nite
number of points) and the abelian sheme A over M (and the sheaf ω ), using that
lemma, one an onstrut a proper sheme M ′ over all of SpecZ and a semiabelian
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sheme A′→M ′ (and a sheaf ω′ on M ′ ) whih extend the original objets on M . See
the formulation of Gabber's lemma on p. 376. Then the one-dimensional subsheme C ∈M
in Denition 2 extends to a subsheme C ′ ∈M ′ whih is proper over SpecZ. Applying
the estimates of this setion to the sheme M ′ and the sheaf ω′ , we obtain a niteness
theorem for the height in the general ase (see also [71℄, Expose 4, no. 2).
Definition 1. Suppose that a∈Mabg (C) , A=Aa is the orresponding abelian variety
over C , η ∈ Ωg
M/C
⊗N
is a rational form on Mabg , a 6∈ Supp(η) , and N is suh that the
sheaf ω⊗NM is very ample. Then
hmod,v(A, η) =−εv2 log
∣∣∣η ∧ η
Ω⊗N
∣∣∣(a),
where Ω is the volume form on Mabg (C) (see (2) in 2.2).
Sine the volume form Ω is invariant relative to the entire group Sp(2g,R) , it follows
that the funtions hmod,v for moduli spaes M(Γ) with dierent groups Γ are in a natural
way ompatible with one another. Like the funtions in 2.1, they have the following
properties.
Properties of the funtion hmod,v .
1) If f ∈Kv(M)∗ , Kv =R, C, then
hmod,v(A, fη) = hmod,v(A, η)−Nεv log |f |.
2) Suppose that f : A→ B is an isogeny, ω ∈ (ΩgB/Kv)
⊗N
, and the form η ∈ Γ(M, ω⊗NM )
is suh that
i(η)|a = f ∗ω, i(η)|b = ω,
where a and b are the points of M(Kv) orresponding to A and B . Then
hmod,v(A, η) = hmod,v(B, η)− Nεv2 log(deg f).
Proof. Property 1) is obvious. Property 2) follows from diagram (7) and formula (8)
in 2.2 (we note that in [17℄ it was mistakenly onluded from Proposition 6 in 4 that
the number hmod,v(A, η) is invariant relative to isogenies, and the question was posed of
nding nonarhimedean omponents with the same property).
We shall need a slight generalization of the number hKv(A, ω) in Denition 1 of 2.1.
Namely, we an immediately generalize to the ase of a tensor form ω ∈ (ΩgA/K)⊗N (and
a sheaf ω⊗N
A/S ), with Proposition 1 still holding (in 3) one must multiply the seond term
on the right by N ).
Definition 2. Suppose that K is a number eld, A is a g -dimensional abelian variety
with good redution over K , η ∈ Γ(M,ω⊗N
M/K) is a holomorphi form, and M=M
ab
g . To
these data orrespond:
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1) the point a ∈M(K) for whih Aa = A, and the orresponding points av ∈M(C) ,
v ∈ P (K)
∞
for A⊗Kv ;
2) the form ω = i(η) ∈ ω⊗N(g+1)
A/M obtained using the isomorphism i (see (4) of 2.2); and
3) a one-dimensional subsheme C⊂M, C≃Spec ΛK , suh that A|C is the Neron model
of A over K and a is its generi point.
Then the quantity
hmod(A) =
1
N [K :Q]
∑
v∈P (K)f
hKv(A⊗Kv, ω ⊗Kv) + 1N [K :Q]
∑
v∈P (K)
∞
hmod,v(A, η)(av)
is alled the modular height of the abelian variety A.
Using the produt formula, we see that hmod(A) , like h(A) , does not depend upon the
hoie of η and makes sense for any A. From Proposition 1 of 2.1 and the properties of
the arhimedean omponents hmod,v , we nd that all of the properties in Proposition 3 still
hold for the modular height. Thus, it remains only to onsider the niteness properties.
Proposition. The set of prinipally polarized g -dimensional abelian varieties A with
good redution over K having a given height hmod(A) is nite.
Remark 1. The proposition remains true if we suppose only that the abelian varieties
A have potentially good redution but that the set S(A) (of plaes of K of bad redution)
is xed. In fat, aording to Raynaud's riterion (2.1), if we adjoin the oordinates of the
points of order 3 to the eld K , we obtain an extension L over whih A has semistable
and hene good redution. Sine we have xed the set S(A) , the extension L/K has
bounded ramiation (and degree). By Hermite's theorem, there are only nitely many
extensions L/K , and it then remains to apply the niteness theorem for forms in 3.
We further note that, sine S(A) is invariant under isogenies, in all of the appliations
(in 5) the xing of this set has no signiane.
In order to prove the proposition, we onsider a model M of the moduli sheme over
Z. Let L= ω
⊗N(g+1)
A/M and η ∈ Γ(M, ω⊗NM/K) . We onsider the setion i(η) (see (4) in 2.2)
of the sheaf ω
⊗N(g+1)
A/M . It determines a rational setion τ = i(η) of the sheaf L over the
sheme M. By property 3) of Denition 2 and by Denition 1 of 2.1, we have
hKv(A⊗Kv, i(η)⊗Kv) = v(τ |C) logNv (9)
for any plae v ∈ P (K)f of K .
Lemma. Suppose that X is an irreduible algebrai variety over a loal eld Kv , Y/ov
is a smooth normal sheme with generi ber X , L ∈ PicY , s ∈ Γ(X,L|X). Dene the
funtion
f(P ) = v(s˜|C), P ∈X(Kv),
where C is the setion of the sheme Y over o whih orresponds to P , and s˜ is a
rational setion L whih extends s. Then the following assertions are true:
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1) the funtion f is bounded from below;
2) if the setion s˜ is regular, then f > 0.
In fat, f is the quasifuntion whih Neron [Ne3℄ assoiates to the divisor (s) of the
setion s (or the Neron divisor, in Lang's terminology, Chapter 10, 2). Properties 1) and
2) then follow from the fat that (s) is an eetive divisor. We shall omit the veriation
of the lemma.
Now suppose that η0, . . . , ηn ∈Γ(M, ω⊗NM ) is a basis for the spae of usp forms of some
suiently large weight N . Then the (n+ 1)-tuple η0, . . . , ηn determines a projetive
imbedding ϕ : M →֒Pn [48℄. We estimate the height hϕ(a) of the point a ∈M(K) in
this imbedding (see the denition in Chapter 3). Let sj = i(ηj) and s0(a) 6= 0 . By (1),
Proposition 1.1 of 2.1, and property 1) of the funtion hmod,v , we have
[K :Q]hϕ(a) =
∑
v∈P (K)
sup
j
log
∣∣∣∣sjs0 (a)
∣∣∣∣ =− ∑
v∈P (K)
inf
j
v
(
sj
s0
(a)
)
=
=−
∑
v∈P (K)f
inf
j
v(s˜j|C) logNv +
∑
v∈P (K)f
v(s˜0|C) logNv −
−
∑
v∈P (K)
∞
inf
j
hmod,v(A, ηj) +
∑
v∈P (K)
∞
hmod,v(A, η0)6
6 const +
∑
v∈P (K)f
v(s˜0|C) logNv +
+
∑
v∈P (K)
∞
hmod,v(A, η0)6 const +N [K :Q]hmod(A),
where the inequalities follow from the lemma (the divisors (s˜j) are eetive on the sheme
M, if we remove from it a nite number of bers) and the bound (5) in 2.2. Applying the
niteness property for heights (Lang, Chapter 3, Theorem 2.6), we obtain the required
result.
Remark 2. It follows from the proposition that the number of polarizations of degree
1 on a xed abelian variety over K (onsidered up to K -isomorphism) is nite.
Remark 3. We now show that hmod(A)=h(A)+const . Let ω∈Γ(M, ωA/M) . Then the
form ω ∧ ω an be integrated over eah ber Aa of the family A/M . By the same token
there is a salar produt dened on the bers of ωA/M (and also ω
⊗N
A/M). The isomorphism
(4) takes this salar produt to a salar produt on ωM. Thus, one obtains a smooth
volume form Ω′ on the tangent bundle TM. For any point a∈M we have the imbeddings
TM,a →֒Sg and TA/M,e(a) →֒Cg , and the expliit formula for the KodairaSpener map in
terms of these imbeddings ([50℄, p. 408) shows that Ω′ =Ω up to a onstant. This implies
the required equality for the heights. One an also observe that the formula (8) giving
the behavior of the arhimedean omponent of the modular height under isogenies implies
that the form Ω′ is invariant under transformations of Sg , in Sp(2g,Q) ; and sine the
latter group is dense in Sp(2g,R) , it follows that the invariane holds relative to the entire
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group of automorphisms of Sg . Consequently, Ω
′
is an invariant volume in Sg , and so
Ω′ = Ω up to a onstant (this proof is due to Zarkhin).
Remark 4. An expliit form for the heights h(A) and hmod(A) on a modular urve
with g = 1 is given in Deligne's report [37℄.(D)
3. ℓ-divisible groups, Tate modules and abelian varieties
In this setion ℓ is a prime number, F is a eld of harateristi 6= ℓ , F is its separable
algebrai losure, and Γ is its Galois group.
Lemma. Let Wn be a nite abelian group whih is annihilated by multipliation by ℓ
n
.
Let W1 denote the subgroup of Wn onsisting of elements annihilated by multipliation
by ℓ, and let ℓn be the order of this subgroup, i. e., h is the dimension of W1 as a vetor
spae over Z/ℓZ. Then the following onditions are equivalent:

(a

) the group Wn has order equal to ℓ
nh
;

(b

) Wn is a free Z/ℓ
nZ-module of rank h.
The proof follows immediately from the elementary divisor theorem.
Remark. Let m denote the greatest natural number suh that Wm=Ker(Wn
ℓm→Wn)
is a free Z/ℓmZ-module, and set τ(Wn)=Wm . Then Wm is a free Z/ℓ
mZ-module of rank
h. Conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent to the equality Wn = τ(Wn) .
If Wn is a diret sum of r yli groups, then Wn/τ(Wn) is a diret sum of at most
r − 1 yli groups.
Example. Let G be an (innite) abelian group whih satises the following onditions:
the map multipliation by ℓ , G
ℓ→G, is surjetive, and its kernel G1 is a nite abelian
group. Then, for any natural number n, the kernel Gn of multipliation by ℓ
n
, G
ℓn→G,
is a free Z/ℓnZ-module of rank h, where h is the dimension of G1 as a vetor spae over
Z/ℓZ.
Let h be a nonnegative integer.
Definition (Tate [28℄). An ℓ-divisible group W of height h (10) is an innite
sequene of pairs (Wn, in) , onsisting of a nite abelian group Wn and an imbedding
in : Wn →֒Wn+1 , whih satises the following onditions.
(a) The group Wn has order ℓ
nh
.
(b) The imbedding in identies the group Wn with the kernel of multipliation by ℓ
n
in
Wn+1 i. e., one has the exat sequene
0→Wn in→Wn+1 ℓ
n→Wn+1.
(D)
Added in translation. A table of the heights of ellipti urves of CM-type for imaginary quadrati
elds with disriminant −p>−2000 , where p is a prime and p≡ 3mod 4 , has been onstruted by
Zarkhin [2*℄.
(10)
Not to be onfused with the notion of height in Diophantine geometry!
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In partiular, the group Wn is annihilated by multipliation by ℓ
n
.
It follows from the lemma that Wn is a free Z/ℓ
nZ-module of rank h. The omposition
of the imbeddings ir (r = n, . . . , n+m− 1) gives an imbedding
in,m : Wn →֒Wn+m,
whih identies the group Wn with the kernel of multipliation by ℓ
n
in Wn+m , i. e., one
has the exat sequene
0→Wn in,m→ Wn+m ℓ
n→Wn+m.
Note that
inWn = ℓWn+1, in,mWn = ℓ
mWn+m.
By the same token, we have the exat sequene
0→Wn in,m→ Wn+m→Wm→ 0.
One an dene the group
W∞ = lim
−→
n
Wn,
whih is the indutive limit relative to the imbeddings in , and the Tate module
T (W ) = lim
←−
n
Wn,
whih is the projetive limit relative to the surjetions
Wn+1
ℓ→ ℓWn+1 i
−1
n→Wn.
The group W∞ is isomorphi to (Qℓ/Zℓ)
h
and the Tate module T (W ) is a free Zℓ -module
of rank h. Multipliation by ℓ in W∞ is surjetive, and its kernel is anonially isomorphi
to W1 . For any n the group Wn is anonially isomorphi to the kernel of multipliation
by ℓn in W∞ . These groups an also be reovered from the Tate module: there exist
anonial isomorphisms
Wn ≃ T (W )/ℓnT (W ).
An important example of an ℓ-divisible group is the group
Gn =Ker(G)
ℓn→G, Gn ⊂Gn+1,
whih is the kernel of multipliation by ℓn in an abelian group G for whih multipliation
by ℓ is surjetive and the kernel G1 of multipliation by ℓ is a nite group; it is the
dimension h of the latter group over the eld Z/ℓZ whih is the height of the ℓ-divisible
group G(ℓ) = (Gn, in) . Here in : Gn ⊂Gn+1 is the inlusion map. The group G(ℓ)∞ an
be identied in a natural way with the ℓ-torsion subgroup of G, and the Tate module
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T (G(ℓ)) oinides with the Tate ℓ-module (or Zℓ -module) Tℓ(G) of G, whih is dened
as the projetive limit
lim
←−
n
Gn
of the groups Gn relative to the transfer maps Gn+1
ℓ→Gn .
Along with the Tate Zℓ -module Tℓ(G) one often onsiders the Tate Qℓ -module
Vℓ(G) = Tℓ(G)⊗Zℓ Qℓ,
whih is an h-dimensional vetor spae over Qℓ .
Examples.
1) Let G=Q/Z. Then Gn = ℓ
−nZ/Z, the ℓ-divisible group Q/Z(ℓ) has height 1, and
G∞ =Qℓ/Zℓ, Tℓ(G) = Zℓ, Vℓ(G) = Zℓ.
2) Let G= F
∗
. Then Gn = µℓn and the ℓ-divisible group Gm(ℓ) = G(ℓ) also has height
1. Here µℓn is the group of ℓ
n
th roots of 1. We note that the Galois group Γ of F ats
ompatibly on the groups Gn .
3) Let X be an abelian variety over a eld F . We set G=X(F ) . Then one an onsider
the ℓ-divisible group X(ℓ)=G(ℓ) . Its height is 2g , where g=dimX , and X(ℓ)n=Xℓn ,
where Xℓn is the group of points of the abelian variety X whih are annihilated
by multipliation by ℓn . The Tate module T (X(ℓ)) = Tℓ(G) oinides with the Tate
ℓ-module Tℓ(X) of the abelian variety X . As in the previous example, the Galois
group ats ompatibly on the groups Gn =Xℓn , and these ations glue together to
form a ontinuous homomorphism Γ→ Aut Tℓ(X) whih extends by Qℓ -linearity to
an ℓ-adi representation
Γ→ Aut Vℓ(X),
where
Vℓ(X) = Vℓ(X(F )) = Tℓ(X)⊗Zℓ Qℓ.
We let
χ(X, ℓ) : Γ→ Zℓ ⊂Qℓ
denote the harater of this representation. The ring End X of F -endomorphisms of
the abelian variety X ats ompatibly on the groups Gn =Xℓn and ommutes with
the ation of the Galois group; these ations glue together to form natural imbeddings
EndX ⊗ Zℓ →֒ EndΓ Tℓ(X),
EndX ⊗Qℓ →֒ EndΓ Vℓ(X).
Definition. An ℓ-divisible group W is said to be an ℓ-divisible group over the eld
F if the Galois group Γ of the eld ats ompatibly on all of the Wn , i. e., if all of the
Wn are Galois modules and the in are homomorphisms of Galois modules.
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If W is an ℓ-divisible group over the eld F , then the group W∞ and the Tate module
T (W ) are Galois modules; in partiular, there is a anonial ontinuous homomorphism
Γ→Aut T (W )⊂Aut V (W ),
where V (W ) = T (W )⊗Zℓ Qℓ is an h-dimensional vetor spae over Qℓ .
The above examples 1 )-3) of ℓ-divisible groups are atually examples of ℓ-divisible
groups over the eld F (the Galois group ats trivially in Example 1)).
One denes the notions of a homomorphism of ℓ-divisible groups (over F ) and an
ℓ-divisible subgroup (over F ) in the obvious way. If W and H are ℓ-divisible groups over
F , then the natural map
Hom(W,H)→HomΓ(T (W ), T (H))
is a bijetion. If W is an ℓ-divisible subgroup of H (over F ), then its Tate module T (W )
is anonially imbedded in the Tate module T (H) , and is a pure (and Γ-invariant) Zℓ -
submodule. Conversely, any suh submodule of the Tate module determines an ℓ-divisible
subgroup (over F ). These sub- modules an be simply desribed using (Γ-invariant)
subspaes E of V (H) ; the orresponding submodule turns out to be the intersetion of
the subspae E with the lattie T (H)⊂ V (H) = T (H)⊗Zℓ Qℓ .
Suppose that X and Y are abelian varieties over F . Any F -homomorphism π : X→Y
gives rise to a orresponding homomorphism of ℓ-divisible groups X(ℓ)→Y (ℓ) and of Tate
modules Tℓ(X)→Tℓ(Y ) , Vℓ(X)→Vℓ(Y ) . If π is an isogeny, then the map Vℓ(X)→Vℓ(Y )
is an isomorphism of vetor spaes whih ommutes with the ation of the Galois group.
In partiular, if X and Y are F -isogenous, then the Galois modules Vℓ(X) and Vℓ(Y )
are isomorphi, and χ(X, ℓ) = χ(Y, ℓ) In the general ase, one has natural imbeddings
Hom(X, Y )⊗ Zℓ →֒ HomΓ(Tℓ(X), Tℓ(Y )),
Hom(X, Y )⊗Qℓ →֒ HomΓ(Vℓ(X), Vℓ(Y ))
(whih oinide with the ones given above when X =Y ). We note that if χ(X, ℓ)=χ(Y, ℓ)
and if the Galois modules Vℓ(X) and Vℓ(Y ) are semisimple, then they are isomorphi.
There is a one-to-one orrespondene between ℓ-divisible subgroups W of X(ℓ) over F
and Γ-invariant Qℓ -subspaes E of Vℓ(X) : the Tate module T (W ) is the intersetion of
E with Tℓ(X) . Sine the Galois modules Vℓ(X) and Vℓ(Y ) are isomorphi whenever X
and Y are isogenous abelian varieties, there is a one-to-one orrespondene between the
ℓ-divisible subgroups over F in X(ℓ) and Y (ℓ) whih an be desribed as follows. Suppose
that π : X → Y is an isogeny. Then an ℓ-divisible subgroup W of X(ℓ) orresponds to
the ℓ-divisible subgroup π∗W in Y (ℓ) , whih is determined by the ondition
(π∗W )∞ = π(W∞)⊂ Y (F ).
Definition. Suppose that X is an abelian variety over the eld F . It is said to satisfy
the ℓ-niteness ondition if the following holds for any ℓ-divisible subgroup W of X(ℓ)
over F .
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For any natural number n, we dene an abelian variety Y(n)=X/Wn over F by taking
the quotient of X by the nite group Wn . Then the sequene Y(1) , Y(2), . . . , Y(n), . . .
ontains only nitely many pairwise nonisomorphi (over F ) abelian varieties, i. e., there
exists a nite set Y(i1), . . . , Y(ir) of abelian varieties suh that any of the Y(n) is isomorphi
to one of Y(i1), . . . , Y(ir) .
Remark. If X and Y are abelian varieties whih are F -isogenous to one another,
and X satises the ℓ-niteness ondition, then so does Y .
Finiteness theorem for ℓ-isogenies. Suppose that X is an abelian variety over
F whih satises the ℓ-niteness ondition (see Corollary 5.4). Then the set of abelian
varieties Y over F (onsidered up to F -isomorphism) for whih there exists an ℓ-isogeny
X→ Y (over F) is nite.
One an give a proof by ontradition using the fat that a projetive limit of nonempty
nite sets is nonempty, along with the following onept.
Definition. An ℓ-isogeny of abelian varieties ϕ : A→ B whih is dened over F is
said to be minimal if for any other ℓ-isogeny ψ : A→B dened over F one has deg ϕ6
6 degψ .
If two abelian varieties A and B are ℓ-isogenous over F , then there always exists a
minimal isogeny ϕ : A→B . If the minimal isogeny ϕ : A→B fators into a omposition
of ℓ-isogenies α : A→ C and β : C→B dened over F , i. e., ϕ= βα , then α and β are
also minimal isogenies. In partiular, if H is a Galois submodule inside the kernel Kerϕ
of a minimal isogeny ϕ : A→ B , then the natural isogenies
A→ A/H, A/H → (A/H)/(Kerϕ/H)≃B
are minimal. For example, for H one an take the group
(Kerϕ)ℓm =Kerϕ ∩ Aℓm
the kernel of multipliation by ℓm in Kerϕ . We hoose the largest natural number m
suh that (Kerϕ)ℓm is a free Z/ℓ
mZ-module, and we set
τ(Kerϕ) = (Kerϕ)ℓm .
If Kerϕ is a diret sum of h yli groups, then τ(Kerϕ) is a free Z/ℓmZ-module of rank
h, and the quotient group Kerϕ/τ(Kerϕ) is a diret sum of at most h− 1 yli groups
(see the remark at the beginning of this setion). Thus, the natural isogenies
A→A/τ(Kerϕ), A/τ(Kerϕ)→A/τ(Kerϕ)/(Kerϕ/τ(Kerϕ))≃ B
are minimal.
If A→B(n) is an innite sequene of minimal isogenies whose degrees approah innity,
then the sequene B(1) , B(1), . . . ontains an innite number of pairwise nonisomorphi
(over F ) abelian varieties.
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To prove the theorem it sues to obtain a ontradition from the supposition that
there exists an innite sequene of minimal isogenies ϕn : X→Y(n) whose degrees approah
innity. Passing to a subsequene, we may suppose that the kernels Kerϕn are diret sums
of the same number h of yli groups. We shall use indution on h.
Suppose that h= 1 , i. e., the Kerϕn are yli groups. For any natural number m
we let Um,1 denote the set of all yli subgroups of order ℓ
m
in X whih have the
form ℓiKerϕj (for some i and j ). It is easy to see that Um,1 is always a nonempty and
nite set (sine the set of all yli subgroups of X of a given order is nite). We have
natural maps Um+1,1→ Um,1 , whih take the group H ∈Um+1,1 , to ℓH ∈Um,1 . Sine the
projetive limit lim
←−
Um,1 is nonempty, it follows that there exists an ℓ-divisible subgroup
W of X(ℓ) dened over F whih has height 1 and has the property that for any n one has
Wn = ℓ
iKerϕj for some i and j . In partiular, Wn is in the kernel Kerϕj of a minimal
isogeny, and so the natural isogeny X→X/Wn is minimal. We obtain an innite sequene
of minimal isogenies X →X/Wn whose degrees, whih are ℓn , approah innity; hene,
the sequene X/W1 , X/W2, . . . ontains an innite number of pairwise nonisomorphi
abelian varieties. But this ontradits the ℓ-niteness ondition. (We essentially already
proved the theorem for ellipti urves.)
Now suppose that h > 1 . We onsider the sequene of groups
Hi = τ(Kerϕi)⊂Kerϕi.
Two ases are possible.
a) The orders of the groups Hi are bounded. Then, passing to a subsequene, we may
suppose that there is a nite group H in X suh that H =Hi = τ(Kerϕi) for all i.
Setting X˜ =X/H , we obtain the sequene of minimal isogenies
ψi : X˜ =X/H→X/H/(Kerϕi/H) = Y(i)
with kernels Kerψi =Kerϕi/H =Kerϕi/τ(Kerϕi) eah of whih is a diret sum of at
most h− 1 yli groups. Passing to a subsequene, we may suppose that the Kerψi
are diret sums of a ertain number h′ of yli groups, where h′ < h.It remains to
apply the indution assumption, sine the abelian variety X˜ , whih is isogenous to X ,
also satises the ℓ-niteness ondition.
b) The orders of the groups Hi are unbounded. Then, passing to a subsequene, we may
suppose that the orders of the Hi approah innity. Let Um,h denote the set of nite
groups in X whih are free Z/ℓmZ-modules of rank h and have the form ℓiHj (for some
i and j ). The set Um,h is nonempty and nite for any natural number m. We have
natural maps Um+1,h→ Um,h , whih take the group H ∈ Um+1,h to ℓH ∈ Um,h Sine
the projetive limit lim
←−
Um,h is nonempty, it follows that there exists an ℓ-divisible
subgroup W of X(ℓ) dened over F whih has height h and has the property that
for any n one has Wn = ℓ
iHj = ℓ
iτ(Kerϕj) for some i and j . In partiular, Wn is
in the kernel Kerϕj of a minimal isogeny, and so the natural isogeny X →X/Wn
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is minimal. We obtain an innite sequene of minimal isogenies X →X/Wn whose
degrees, whih equal ℓnh , approah innity; hene, the sequene X/W1 , X/W2, . . .
ontains an innite number of pairwise nonisomorphi abelian varieties. But this
ontradits the ℓ-niteness ondition.
From the proof of Proposition 1 in Tate's paper [27℄, 2, it is easy to extrat the following
result:
Theorem on semisimpliity of the Tate module ([27℄, [11℄, [70℄). Suppose
that X is an abelian variety over F for whih the ℓ-niteness ondition holds. Then for
any Γ-submodule U in Vℓ(X) there exists an element u ∈ EndX ⊗Qℓ , suh that u2 = u
and uVℓ(X) = U . Thus, the subspae (1− u)Vℓ(X) is the Γ-invariant omplement of U
in Vℓ(X), and the Γ-module Vℓ(X) is semisimple.
Applying this theorem to the graphs of homomorphisms of Tate modules, we obtain
the following.
Homomorphism theorem (lo. it). Suppose that X and Y are abelian varieties
over F , and their produt X × Y satises the ℓ-niteness ondition. Then the natural
maps
Hom(X, Y )⊗ Zℓ →֒ HomΓ(Tℓ(X), Tℓ(Y )),
Hom(X, Y )⊗Qℓ →֒ HomΓ(Vℓ(X), Vℓ(Y ))
are bijetions. In partiular, the Galois modules Vℓ(X) and Vℓ(Y ) are isomorphi if and
only if X and Y are F -isogenous. For example, if the ℓ-niteness ondition holds for the
square X2 =X ×X , then the following natural maps are bijetions:
EndX ⊗ Zℓ →֒ EndΓ Tℓ(X),
EndX ⊗Qℓ →֒ EndΓ Vℓ(X)
Remark. When verifying the ℓ-niteness ondition for X × Y , it is suient to
limit oneself to ℓ-divisible groups whih are isomorphi to X(ℓ) ; the onlusion of the
homomorphism theorem still remains valid.
Prinipal polarization theorem ([74℄, [52℄).
(11)
Suppose that X is an abelian
variety over F , and X ′ is its Piard variety. Then there exists a prinipal polarization
on the abelian variety (X ×X ′)4 .
Remark. Suppose that X → Y is an F -isogeny of abelian varieties (over F ) whose
kernel is annihilated by multipliation by a natural number r . Then there exists an
F -isogeny X ′→ Y ′ whose kernel is also annihilated by multipliation by r . From this
it easily follows that there exists an F -isogeny of prinipally polarized abelian varieties
(X ×X ′)4 → (Y × Y ′)4 whose kernel is annihilated by multipliation by r .
Suppose that X is an abelian variety over F , and W is an ℓ-divisible sub group of
X(ℓ) over F . For any natural number n we let W⊥n denote the orthogonal omplement
(11)
[52℄ ontains a presentation of Deligne's proof.
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of Wn in X
′
n relative to the Weil pairing. Then the sequene {W⊥n } gives an ℓ-divisible
subgroup of X ′(ℓ) over F . Here we have natural F -isomorphisms
(X ′/W⊥n )≃ (X/Wn)′.
This is easily seen to imply that there exists an ℓ-divisible subgroup H of (X ×X ′)4 ,
over F suh that one has natural isomorphisms
(X ×X ′)4/Hn ≃ ((X/Wn)× (X/Wn)′)4.
Finiteness theorem for forms. Suppose that X is an abelian variety over F , and
E is a nite separable eld extension of F . Then the set of abelian varieties Y over F

(onsidered up to F -isomorphism) for whih there exists an E -isomorphism X ⊗E ≃
Y ⊗ E is nite.
This result follows immediately from a theorem of Borel and Serre on niteness of the
nonommutative ohomology of groups of arithmeti type ([35℄, Proposition 3.8, p. 136).
For the remainder of the setion we shall onsider the important onept of the
determinant of an ℓ-divisible group. If W is any ℓ-divisible group over a eld F of height
h, one has the free rank 1 Zℓ -module
detW =
h∧
Zℓ
T (W )
whih is the maximal exterior power of the Tate module. The Galois group Γ ats naturally
on detW . The harater Γ→ Aut detW = Z∗ℓ , whih gives this ation, will be denoted
by χW : Γ→ Z∗ℓ .
Examples.
(a) W =Q/Z(ℓ) . Then χW is the trivial harater.
(b) W =Q/Gm(ℓ) . Then χW = χ0 is the ylotomi harater, whih gives the ation of
the Galois group on the ℓn th roots of 1 (for all n).
() W =X(ℓ) , where X is a g -dimensional abelian variety over F . Then χW = χ
g
0 (this
is a onsequene of the existene of a nondegenerate skewsymmetri WeilRiemann
pairing on the Tate module).
If W =W 1 ×W 2 is a produt of ℓ-divisible groups, then χW = χW 1χW 2 .
Digression. Proof of the prinipal polarization theorem
This theorem follows from a somewhat more preise statement, given below.
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Let X be an abelian variety over a eld F , and let α : X→X ′ be a polarization whih
is also dened over F . For any natural number i one an determine an abelian variety
X i and a polarization αi : X i→ (X ′)i = (X i)′ suh that
Kerαi = (Kerα)i and deg αi = (degα)i.
Theorem. Fix a natural number n suh that the nite group sheme Kerα is annihilated
by multipliation by n. (For example, n an be taken to be degα .) Then the following
assertions are true:
1) If −1 is a square modulo n, then there exists a nite group subsheme W1 in Kerα2⊂
⊂X2 suh that:
a) W1≈Kerα (over F)(in partiular, the order of the group sheme W1 is the square
root of deg α2);
b) W1 is a (maximal) isotropi group subsheme of Kerα
2
relative to the Riemann
form orresponding to the polarization α2; and
) there exists an F -isogeny f1 : X
2→X ×X ′ with kernel W1 . In partiular, α2
desends to a prinipal polarization on X ×X ′ whih is dened over F . By the
same token, X ×X ′ is prinipally polarized over F .
2) If −1modn is a sum of two squares, then there exists a nite group subsheme W2 in
Kerα4 ⊂X4 suh that:
a) W2 ≈Kerα2 (over F) (in partiular, the order of the group sheme W2 is the
square root of degα4);
b) W2 is a (maximal) isotropi group subsheme of Kerα
4
relative to the Riemann
form orresponding to the polarization α2; and
) there exists an F -isogeny f2 : X
4 → (X ×X ′)2 with kernel W2 . In partiular, α4
desends to a prinipal polarization on (X ×X ′)2 whih is dened over F . By the
same token, (X ×X ′)2 is prinipally polarized over F .
3) There always exists a nite group subsheme W4 in Kerα
8 ⊂X8 suh that:
a) W4 ≈Kerα4 (over F) (in partiular, the order of the group sheme W4 is the
square root of degα8);
b) W4 is a (maximal) isotropi group subsheme of Kerα
8
relative to the Riemann
form orresponding to the polarization α8; and
) there exists an F -isogeny f4 : X
8 → (X ×X ′)4 with kernel W4 , In partiular, α8
desends to a prinipal polarization on (X ×X ′)4 whih is dened over F . By the
same token, (X ×X ′)4 always has a prinipal polarization dened over F (this is
the prinipal polarization theorem

).
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Proof. Constrution of W1 , W2 , and W4 .
1) We hoose an integer a∈Z⊂EndX suh that a2 ≡−1modn. Then W1 is the image
of the group sheme Kerα⊂X under the imbedding X →X2 , y 7→ (y, ay)(y ∈X) .
2) We hoose integers a, b∈Z suh that a2+b2≡−1modn, and we onsider the omplex
number
I =
(
a −b
b a
)
∈M2(Z) ∈M2(EndX) = EndX2.
Then W2 is the image of the group sheme Kerα
2 ⊂X2 under the imbedding X2→
X2 ×X2 =X4 , y 7→ (y, Iy)(y ∈X2) .
3) We hoose a 4-tuple of integers a, b, c, d∈Z suh that a2+ b2+ c2+ d2≡−1modn,
and we onsider the quaternion
I =

a −b −c −d
b a d c
c −d a b
d c −b a
 ∈M4(Z) ∈M4(EndX) = EndX4.
Then W4 is the image of the group sheme Kerα
4 ⊂X4 under the imbedding X4→
X4 ×X4 =X8 , y 7→ (y, Iy)(y ∈X4) .
Constrution of the isogenies fi : X
2i → (X ×X ′)i with kernel Wi .
1) In the isomorphism
f : X ×X ≈X ×X =X2, (y, z) 7→ (y, ay) + (0, z) = (y, ay + z),
we have W1 = f(Kerα× {0}) ∈ f(X × {0}) , and this enables us to dene an isogeny
f1 = (α, id)f
−1 : X2→X2 →X ′ ×X =X ×X ′
with kernel W1 .
2) In the isomorphism
f : X2 ×X2 ≈X2 ×X2 =X4, (y, z) 7→ (y, Iy) + (0, z) = (y, Iy + z),
we have W1= f(Kerα
2×{0})∈ f(X2×{0}) , and this enables us to dene an isogeny
f2 = (α
2, id)f−1 : X4→X4→ (X2)′ ×X2 = (X ×X ′)2
with kernel W2 .
3) In the isomorphism
f : X4 ×X4→X4 ×X4 =X8, (y, z) 7→ (y, Iy) + (0, z) = (y, Iy + z),
we have W4 = f(Kerα× {0}) ∈ f(X × {0}) , and this enables us to dene an isogeny
f4 = (α
4, id)f−1 : X8→X8→ (X4)′ ×X4 = (X ×X ′)4
with kernel W4 .
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4. Isogenies of abelian varieties over loal elds, and Galois modules
4.0. In this setion K̂ is a omplete disrete valuation eld of harateristi zero with
algebraially losed residue eld k of nite harateristi p, v : K̂∗→ Z is the disrete
valuation of K , normalized by the ondition v(K̂∗) =Z, and o is the valuation ring, i. e.,
o= {x ∈ K̂|v(x)> 0}.
The number e= v(p) is alled the ramiation index of the eld K̂ ; if e= 1 , then K̂
is said to be unramied. We x an element π ∈ o⊂ K̂ with v(π) = 1 . (Conerning the
onepts in this setion, see [2℄, [66℄, and [Ser3℄.)
The Galois group I=Gal(K̂/K̂) of the eld K̂ oinides with the inertia group. If n is a
natural number prime to p, then all of the nth roots of 1 lie in K̂ ; they form a yli group
of order n, whih we denote by µn(K̂) . We have anonial surjetive homomorphisms
jn : I → µn(K̂),
whose kernels orrespond to the tamely ramied yli extensions K̂n= K̂(π
1/n) of degree
n over K̂ (whih do not depend on the hoie of π ). Here
σ(π1/n) = jn(σ)π
1/n
for all σ ∈ I.
The map o։ k of taking residues gives a anonial isomorphism
µn(K̂)
∼→ µn(k)
between the groups of nth roots of 1 in K̂ and in k . Hene, the omposition
I
jn→ µn(K̂) ∼→ µn(k)
gives a surjetion I ։ µn(k) , whih we shall also denote by jn .
We onsider the ase n= p− 1 in more detail. Clearly µp−1(k) is the group of
invertible elements of the prime subeld Z/pZ⊂ k . We let τp denote the orresponding
homomorphism
jp−1 : Γ→ µp−1(k) = (Z/pZ)∗.
Any other (ontinuous) harater χ : I → (Z/pZ)∗ is equal to a power τnp , where the
exponent n is an integer whih an always be taken between 0 and p− 1 . Thus, for
example, the ylotomi harater
χ0 : I → (Z/pZ)∗
whih gives the ation of the Galois group on the group µp(K̂) of p-th roots of 1, is equal
to τ ep . In partiular, if the eld K̂ is unramied, then
τp = χ0.
We note that χ0≡χ0mod p, where χ0 : Γ→Z∗p is the ylotomi harater, whih gives
the ation of the Galois group on the pm th roots of 1 (for all m).
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Suppose that r is a natural number, q = pr and F = Fq , is a nite eld of q elements.
Any imbedding of elds i : F →֒ k gives an isomorphism F ∗ ∼→ µq−1(k) , whih indues a
surjetion
χi : I
jq−1→ µq−1(k)≃ F ∗,
from whih the imbedding an be uniquely reovered. We let M denote this set of
surjetions χi : I → F ∗ . This set (like the set of all imbeddings F →֒ k ) is a prinipal
homogeneous spae over the nite yli group Z/rZ. Here an arbitrary element ℓmod rZ
of the group Z/rZ takes the harater χi to the harater χi+ℓ = χ
pℓ
i . In partiular, if we
x an imbedding i : F →֒ k , then the entire set M onsists of the r haraters
χi, χi+1, . . . , χi+r(= χi)
of the group I with values in the multipliative group F ∗ of the eld F . Any (ontinuous)
harater χ : I → F ∗ an be uniquely represented in the form of a produt∏
16ℓ6r
χnℓi+ℓ, 06 nℓ 6 p− 1,
with the exeption of the identity harater, whih has two representations∏
χ0i+ℓ =
∏
χp−1i+ℓ .
Conversely, any r -tuple n1, . . . , nr of nonnegative integers not exeeding p− 1 gives a
harater
χn1,...,nr =
∏
χnℓi+ℓ : I → F ∗.
Example. If r = 1 , then F = Z/pZ, and there is exatly one imbedding i : Z/pZ →֒ k .
Here χi = τp , χ0 = χ
e
i .
4.1. Suppose that F is a nite eld of q = pr elements, and V is a one-dimensional
vetor spae over F . Any harater χ : I→F ∗ gives an I -module struture, i. e., a Galois
module struture, on V . Regarding V as a vetor spae over the prime eld Z/pZ, we
see that it is r -dimensional and is equipped with a Galois module struture, whih we
denote V (χ) . It is easy to verify that the Galois module V (χ) is simple if and only if
one of the following onditions is fullled: (a) F is a prime eld, i. e., r = 1 ; or (b) the
sequene of numbers (n1, . . . , nr) giving the harater χ= χn1,...,nr is not invariant under
any power of the yli permutation.
Serre's lemma [Ser3℄. Suppose that V is a nite abelian group whih is annihilated
by multipliation by p, i. e., it is a vetor spae over Z/pZ of nite dimension r . Further
suppose that a simple I -module struture is given on V . Then the entralizer F =EndIV
is a nite eld of q = pr elements, and V is a one-dimensional vetor spae over F . The
I -module struture on V is given by a harater
χ : I → F ∗ ⊂ Aut(V ),
i. e., V ≃ V (χ).
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Definition. A simple Galois module V ≃ V (χ) will be said to be admissible if the
dening harater χ an be represented in the form
χ=
∏
16ℓ6r
χnℓi+ℓ, 06 nℓ 6 e for all ℓ.
Examples. The group Z/pZ (with trivial ation of the Galois group) and the
Galois module µp(K̂) are always admissible. Conversely, if K̂ is unramied, then any
1-dimensional admissible module (over Z/pZ) is isomorphi either to Z/pZ or to µp(K̂) .
If e> p− 1 , then all simple Galois modules are admissible. If e= p− 1 , then the Galois
modules Z/pZ and µp(K̂) are isomorphi.
Suppose that V is a nite abelian group whih is annihilated by multipliation by p,
i. e., it is a vetor spae over Z/pZ of some nite dimension m. Further suppose that a
(not neessarily simple) Galois module struture is given on V . We let det V denote the
maximal exterior power
∧m V of the vetor spae V . The one-dimensional spae det V
is a Galois module, and its struture is given by a harater I → Aut(det V ) = (Z/pZ)∗ ,
whih we denote χv : I→ (Z/pZ)∗ . For example, if V ≃ V (χ) , then χv = τn1+...+nrp (here
χ=
∏
16ℓ6r χ
nℓ
i+ℓ ); in partiular, if K̂ is unramied, then
χV =X
n1+...+nr
0 .
4.2. If M is a nite o-module, we let L(M) denote its length. If G is a (quasi)nite
ommutative at group sheme over Spec o , we set
dim(G) = L(e∗Ω1G/Spec o),
where e : Spec o →֒G is the identity setion. If the group sheme G is annihilated by
multipliation by some natural number m prime to p, then it is etale, and Ω1
G/Spec o={0} ;
in partiular, dim(G) = 0 .
4.2.1. Suppose that G is annihilated by multipliation by p. Then the group G(K̂) of
its K̂ -points is a vetor spae over Z/pZ of some nite dimension h, and it is equipped
with a natural Galois module struture. This Galois module uniquely determines (up to
isomorphism) the generi ber G bK of the group sheme G, whih is a group sheme over
Spec K̂ . We let detG : I → (Z/pZ)∗ denote the harater χ
G( bK)
.
Raynaud's lemma [60℄.
(a) Suppose that G is a nite at ommutative group sheme over Spec o whih is
annihilated by multipliation by p. If the Galois module G(K̂) is simple, then it
is admissible.
(b) Suppose that V (χ) is an admissible Galois module, orresponding to the harater
χ= χn1,...,nr . Then there exists a nite at ommutative group sheme G(χ) over
Spec o whih satises the following onditions
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1) The Galois module G(K̂) is isomorphi to V (χ); in partiular, detG= τn1+...+nrp .
2) As an ane sheme, G(χ) is isomorphi to the spetrum of the ring
o[t1, . . . , tr]/〈tp1 − πn1t2, tp2 − πn2t3, . . . , tpr − πnrt1〉;
for the identity setion e one an take the point with zero values of the parameters
t1, . . . , tr . Thus,
e∗Ω1G(χ)/o≃ o/πn1o⊕ . . .⊕ o/πnro,
dimG(χ) = n1 + . . .+ nr and detG(χ) = τ
dimG(χ)
p .
In partiular, if K̂ is unramied, then detG(χ) = χ
dimG(χ)
0 .
3) If e < p− 1, then for any admissible module V (χ) there exists exatly one nite at
ommutative group sheme G over Spec o whih is annihilated by multipliation by p
and is suh that the Galois modules G(K̂) and V (χ) are isomorphi, in partiular,
G∼=G(χ) and detG= τdimGp .
Examples. (a) If χ is the trivial harater, then G(χ) is the onstant group sheme
Z/pZ. (b) If χ=χ0 is the ylotomi harater, then G(χ) is the sheme µp of pth roots
of 1. () If the harater χ= τnp orresponds to a prime eld F , i. e., if r = 1 (see 3.1),
then, in the notation of Tate and Oort [28a℄, G(χ) is the group sheme Ga,b of order p
with a= πn and b= πe−n .
Remark [60℄. Raynaud's lemma is also valid when e= p− 1 , exept that there are
two group shemes orresponding to the trivial harater (χ= χ0) , namely, Z/pZ and
µp .
From this it easily follows that, if K̂ is unramied, and if the Galois module G(K̂) is
simple, then det(G) = χ
dim(G)
0 .
4.3. Suppose that f : X→Y is an isogeny of abelian varieties over K̂ having semistable
redution, f˜ : X→Y is the orresponding morphism of their Neron models, and G=Ker f˜
is its kernel, whih is a quasinite ommutative at group sheme over Spec o . The kernel
Ker f of the isogeny f is a nite Galois module whih oinides with G(K̂) and has order
equal to the degree deg f of the isogeny f . If Ker f is annihilated by multipliation by
some natural number n, then Ker f ⊂Xn , and we have the ommutative diagram
f : X −→ Y
nց ւ
X
where all the arrows are isogenies of abelian varieties. Passing to morphisms of Neron
models
f˜ : X −→ Y
nց ւ
X
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we nd that G is annihilated by multipliation by n; in partiular, G is annihilated by
multipliation by deg f . Thus, if deg f is prime to p, it follows that dim(G) = 0 .
4.3.1. Suppose that f : X → Y is a p-isogeny, i. e., deg f is a power of some prime
p. We note that any suh isogeny fators into a omposition of isogenies over K̂ whose
kernels are annihilated by multipliation by p. We next suppose that Ker f , and hene
G, are annihilated by multipliation by p. Then the isogeny f fators into a produt
of isogenies over K̂ whose kernels are nite simple Galois modules. The next assertion
follows easily from results of Raynaud (4.2.1).
4.3.2. Lemma. Let f : X→ Y be an isogeny of abelian varieties over K whose kernel
Ker f is annihilated by multipliation by p. If X has good redution over K , then G
is a nite at group sheme whih is annihilated by multipliation by p. If, in addition,
Ker f is a simple Galois module, then it is admissible, and if K̂ is unramied, then
detG= χ
dim(G)
0 .
Conversely, given any admissible Galois module V , there exists an isogeny of abelian
varieties with good redution over K̂ whose kernel is isomorphi to V (a speial ase of
Raynaud's theorem [33℄

).
Remark. The statement that the kernel of the isogeny is admissible remains valid
if we replae good redution by semistable redution: if G is not nite, and Ker f is a
simple Galois module, then it is trivial ([71℄, p. 220, Lemma 4.2.4).
Remark. Given any nite Galois module V , there exists an isogeny of abelian varieties
over K̂ whose kernel is isomorphi to V (see [33℄).
4.3.3. Corollary. If e < p− 1, and if X has good redution, then the dimension
dim(G) an be uniquely reovered from the Galois module Ker f . Here f : X → Y is an
arbitrary isogeny over K̂ , and G is the kernel of the orresponding morphism of Neron
models.
Proof. It is suient to onsider the ase when f is a p-isogeny, and even an isogeny
whose kernel is annihilated by multipliation by p. We fator f into a omposition of
isogenies
X = Y(0)
f1→ Y(1) f2→ . . . fm→ Y(m) = Y,
where all of the kernels Vi =Ker fi are simple Galois modules. Then the set V1, . . . , Vm
oinides with the set of simple JordanHolder quotients of the Galois module Ker f ,
and it an be uniquely (up to rearrangement) reovered from Ker f . We know that eah
group sheme Gi/ Spec o , whih is the kernel of the homomorphism of Neron models
orresponding to fi an be uniquely (up to isomorphism) reovered from Vi .
We hoose a nonzero global dierential form ω on Y of highest dimension. Its inverse
image on Y(i) under the natural isogeny Y(i) → Y will be denoted
ωi . We have
ωm = ω, ω0 = f
∗ω, ωi−1 = f
∗
i ωi.
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From the properties of the loal term in the logarithmi height (2.1) it follows that
dim(G) = L(X(0), ω0)− L(Y(m), ωm),
dim(Gi) = L(Y(i−1), ωi)− L(Y(i), ωi).
Hene,
dim(G) = L(Y(0), ω0)− L(Y(m), ωm) =
m∑
i=1
[L(Y(i−1), ωi)− L(Y(i), ωi)] =
m∑
i=1
dim(Gi).
By the same token, the number
dim(G) = L(X, f ∗ω)− L(Y, ω)
an be uniquely reovered from the numbers dim(Gi) depending only on the Gi , whih,
in turn, depend only on the Vi ; this proves Corollary 4.3.3.
4.3.4. Corollary. Under the assumptions of Corollary

4.3.3, if K̂ is unramied,
then
χKer f = χ
dim(G)
0 = χ
L(X,f∗ω)−L(Y,ω)
0 .
The proof is obtained by a straightforward appliation of Lemma 3.2 and the following
equality (in the notation of the proof of Corollary 4.3.3):
χKer f = χV1χV2 . . . χVm : I → Z/pZ∗.
4.3.5. Example. Let n : X→X be the isogeny multipliation by n on an arbitrary
abelian variety X over K̂ . If ω is any nonzero form of highest dimension on X , then
n∗ω = ndimXω . Hene,
L(X, n∗ω)− L(X,ω) = v(ndimX) = (dimX)v(n).
For example, if n= pm , then L(X, pm
∗
ω)− L(X,ω) =me.
4.3.6. We now suppose that X and Y are abelian varieties with good redution over
K̂ , and e < p− 1 . Let ϕ : Xn→ Yn be a homomorphism of Galois modules, and let
Γϕ = {(x, ϕx)|x ∈Xn} ⊂Xn × Yn = (X × Y )n ⊂X × Y
be its graph, whih is isomorphi as a Galois module to the group Xn . Then Γϕ is the
kernel of the natural isogeny
ψ : X × Y → Z = (X × Y )/Γϕ,
whih is isomorphi to the kernel Xn of the isogeny n : X→X . Hene, if ω′ is any form
of highest dimension on the abelian variety Z , we have
L(X × Y, ψ∗ω′)− L(Z, ω′) = L(X, n∗ω)− L(X,ω) = v(n).
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4.3.7. Lemma. Let f : X → Y be an isogeny of abelian varieties over K̂ with
semistable redution whose kernel Ker f is annihilated by multipliation by n. Then
06 L(X, f ∗ω)− L(X,ω)6 (dimX)v(n).
Proof. We reall that
L(X, f ∗ω)− L(X,ω) = dim(G)> 0,
where G is the kernel of the homomorphism of Neron models orresponding to f . Let
g : Y →X be the isogeny suh that the omposition gf : X →X is multipliation by n.
Let ω′ be the form of highest weight on X suh that g∗ω′ = ω . Then
L(X, f ∗ω)− L(Y, ω)
6 L(X, f ∗ω)− L(Y, ω) + [L(Y, g∗ω′)− L(X,ω′)]
= L(X, (gf)∗ω′)− L(Y, ω′) = L(X, n∗ω′)− L(X,ω′)
= (dimX)v(n).
4.4. Let X be an abelian variety over K̂ , and let W be a p-divisible group over K̂ of
height h whih is isomorphi to some p-divisible subgroup of X(p) over K̂ . The theory of
HodgeTate moduli (see [28℄, [21℄, [63℄, and [65℄) enables one to determine a nonnegative
number d= dimW , whih is alled the dimension of the p-divisible group W (over K̂ )
and possesses the following properties.
(a) χW =εχ
d
0 where ε : I→Z∗p is a harater of nite order. This property may be regarded
as the denition of the dimension d . (If X has semistable redution over K̂ , then
ε= 1 and χW = χ
d
0 .) In partiular, p-divisible groups whih are isomorphi over K̂
have the same dimension.
(b) If W ≃Q/Z(p) , then d= 0 ; if W ≃Gm(p) , then d= 1 ; and if W ≃ Y (p) for some
abelian variety Y over K̂ , then d= dimY . In partiular,
dimX(p) = dimX.
() dimW 6 h.
(d) If W ′ is a p-divisible subgroup (over K̂ ) in W , then dimW ′6 dimW . In partiular,
dimW 6 dimX .
(e) If W is the generi ber of a p-divisible group H = {Hn} over o whih is made up
of nite group shemes Hn over Spec o (Tate [28℄), then W and H have the same
dimension. Here dim(Hn) = ne dim(W ) .
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(f) Consider the natural p-adi representation ρ : I→AutTp(W ) of the Galois group in
the Tate module T (W ) . Its image Im ρ is a ompat p-adi Lie group. This group is
nite if and only if d= 0 . If d= 1 , and if W has no nontrivial (i. e., dierent from
{0} and W ) p-divisible subgroups over K̂ then the entralizer E = EndIV (W ) is a
p-adi eld, and Im ρ is an open subgroup of the group of E -linear automorphisms
of the Tate Qp -module T (W )⊗Zp Qp = V (W ) .
(g) If W is isomorphi to a produt of p-divisible groups W ′ ×W ′′ (over K̂ ), then
dimW = dimW ′ + dimW ′′ .
Suppose that X has semistable redution over K̂ . We dene the sequene of abelian
varieties Yn =X/Wn over K̂ , and we onsider the isogenies
ϕn : Y(n) → Y(n+1) = Y(n)/(Wn+1/Wn),
ϕn,m : Y(n) → Y(n+m) = Y(n)/(Wn+m/Wn).
We note that Kerϕn is isomorphi as a Galois module to W1 for all n; and Kerϕ(n,m)
is isomorphi to Wm for any n and m. The following fat ([41℄, pp. 134136, 3.4) follows
from results of Tate and Raynaud [28℄, [60℄ onerning p-divisible groups and results of
Grothendiek and Raynaud [46℄ onerning Neron models.
There exists a natural number N whih satises the following onditions. For any n>N
let Gn denote the quasinite at group sheme over Spec o whih is the kernel of the
homomorphism of Neron models orresponding to ϕn , and let Gn denote the group sheme
orresponding to the isogeny ϕn,m . Then
e∗Ω1Gn/Spec o≃ (o/po)dimW , dim(Gn) = v(p) dimW = e dimW.
Thus, for any nonzero invariant forms ωn on Yn of highest dimension suh that ϕ
∗
nωn+1=
= ωn, ϕ
∗
n,mωn+m+1 = ωn , we have
L(Y(n), ωn)− L(Y(n+1), ωn) = dim(Gn) = e dimW,
dim(Gn,m) = L(Y(n), ωn)− L(Y(n+m), ωn+m) = ne dimW.
The proof is based on the onstrution of p-divisible group H = {Hn} over o suh that
dimH = dimW and dim(Hm) = dim(GN+m) .
4.5. Let X be g -dimensional abelian variety over K̂ , and let ℓ be a prime 6= p. If X
has semistable redution, then the inertia group I ats on the Tate module Tℓ(X) by
unipotent matries [24℄.
4.5.1. Now suppose that X does not neessarily have semistable redution over K̂ .
If K ′ is a nite Galois extension of K̂ over whih all of the points of order n on X are
rational, then XK ′ =X ⊗K ′ has semistable redution over K ′ (Raynaud's riterion [45℄).
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Here n is a natural number >3 and prime to p. For K ′ we shall take the eld of denition
of all of the points of order n, i. e., K ′ orresponds to the kernel of the homomorphism
ρn : I → Aut(Xn)≃GL(2g,Z/nZ).
We let c(n) denote the least ommon multiple of the orders of the yli subgroups of
GL(2g,Z/nZ) . For any element σ ∈ I the power σc(n) lies in the Galois group I ′ of K ′ ,
and hene it ats unipotently on the Tate module Tℓ(XK ′) = Tℓ(X) , and also on the spae
Xℓ = Tℓ(X)/ℓTℓ(X) (over the eld Z/ℓZ).
We should say a few words about the hoie of n. If p 6= 3 , then we may set n = 3 ; if
p= 3 , then n = 5 . Thus, always either σc(3) or σc(5) is a unipotent automorphism of the
Tate module. Sine c(15) = c(3)c(5) , we onlude that the automorphism σc(15) is always
unipotent, i. e., all of the eigenvalues of σ ating on Tℓ(X) , and hene on the Z/ℓZ-spae
Xℓ=Tℓ(X)/(ℓ) , are c(15)th roots of unity. Let c(g)= c(15) be the least ommon multiple
of the orders of the yli subgroups of GL(2g,Z/15Z) .
4.5.2. Let E be a free Galois Zℓ -submodule of rank h in Tℓ(X) . Then the eigenvalues
of σ ating on E ⊂ Tℓ(X) are c(g)th roots of 1. Hene, the image of the harater
χE : I →Aut(
h∧
E) = Z∗ℓ
(ating on detE =
∧hE ) onsists of c(g)th roots of 1, i. e., χc(g)E = 1 .
4.5.3. Let V be a Galois submodule of Xℓ . Then the eigenvalues of σ (for any σ ∈ I )
ating on Xℓ , and hene on V , are c(g)th roots of 1. Just as above, the harater
χV : I →Aut(det V ) = Z/ℓZ∗
satises χ
c(g)
V = 1 .
5. Behavior of the height under isogenies of abelian varieties over an
algebrai number eld
5.0. Theorem. Let X be a g -dimensional abelian variety over the rational number
eld Q whih has good redution at the prime ℓ. Let p be a prime 6= ℓ whih is greater
than
C(ℓ, g) = (2ℓgc(g))
c(g)
(
2g
g
)
,
where c(g) is the least ommon multiple of the orders of all yli subgroups of GL(2g,Z/15Z).
Let f : X→Y be an isogeny of abelian varieties over Q whose kernel Ker f is annihilated
by multipliation by p. If X has good redution at p, then for any nonzero form ω of
highest dimension on Y
L(X ⊗Qp, f ∗ω)− L(Y ⊗Qp, ω) = 12dimZ/pZKer f =
1
2
ordp(deg f).
Here ordp : Q
∗→ Z is the standard p-adi valuation of Q.
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5.0.1. Corollary. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.0, for any p-isogeny
π : X → Y of abelian varieties over Q,
L(X ⊗Qp, π∗ω)− L(Y ⊗Qp, ω) = 1
2
ordp(deg π).
In fat, any abelian variety isogenous to X satises the onditions of Theorem 5.0.
It remains to reall that any p-isogeny fators into a omposition of p-isogenies whose
kernels are annihilated by multipliation by p.
5.0.2. Corollary. Let ϕ : X → Y be an isogeny of g -dimensional abelian varieties
over Q whih have good redution at ℓ. Suppose that the following holds for all prime
divisors p of degϕ : p>C(ℓ, g) and X has good redution at p. Then the abelian varieties
X and Y have the same anonial height.
In fat, for all primes t not dividing deg ϕ ,
L(X ⊗Qt, ϕ∗ω) = L(Y ⊗Qt, ω).
We fator ϕ into a omposition of isogenies
X = Y(0)
ϕ1→ Y(1) ϕ2→ . . . Y(r−1) → Y(r) = Y,
where deg ϕi , is the highest power of the prime pi dividing the degree of ϕ ; here p1, . . . , pr
are all of the prime divisors of deg ϕ . Then, for any of the primes p = pi ,
L(X ⊗Qp, ϕ∗ω)− L(Y ⊗Qp, ω) = L(Y(i−1) ⊗Qp, ϕ∗iωi−1)− L(Y(i) ⊗Qp, ωi)
(here ωi is the form on Y(i) whih is the inverse image of the form ω on Y relative to the
isogeny Y(i) → Y , and, by Corollary 5.0.1 applied to the isogeny ϕi ,
L(X ⊗Qp, ϕ∗ω)− L(Y ⊗Qp, ω) = 1
2
ordpi(deg ϕi) =
1
2
ordpi(degϕ).
It remains to make use of the formula whih expresses the anonial height in terms of
loal terms, and also the equality
degϕ=
∏
degϕi =
∏
p
ordpi (degϕi)
i .
5.0.3. Corollary. Let X be an abelian variety over Q. There exists a nite set
M of prime numbers whih depends only on the dimension of X and its set of plaes
of bad redution and whih satises the following ondition. The set of abelian varieties
Y (onsidered up to isomorphism) over Q for whih there exists an isogeny X → Y of
degree not divisible by any of the primes in M is nite.
Proof. We hoose a prime ℓ at whih X has good redution, and we let M denote
the union of the set of all primes 6 C(ℓ, dimX) , the prime ℓ , and the set of primes of
bad redution of X . Aording to Corollary 5.0.2, the anonial height of X is equal
to the anonial height of Y . For prinipally polarized Y the niteness assertion follows
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immediately from the niteness theorem for heights (2.3). In the general ase, one must
somewhat enlarge the set M , adding to it the primes p6C(ℓ, 4g) , and onsider the isogeny
with prinipal polarization of the abelian varieties (X ×X ′)4→ (Y × Y ′)4 , whose degree is
also not divisible by any of the primes in M (see the prinipal polarization theorem and the
remark following it, in 3). Aording to Corollary 5.0.2, the abelian varieties (X ×X ′)4
and (Y × Y ′)4 have the same height; and, by the niteness theorem for heights, the set
of abelian varieties of the form (Y × Y ′)4 is nite (up to isomorphism). The required
assertion about niteness of the Y themselves follows from the well-known theorem of
Zassenhaus [16℄ about niteness of the number of lasses of exat left ideals in orders in
semisimple Q-algebras (in our ase the order End((Y × Y ′)4) in the semisimple Q-algebra
End((Y × Y ′)4)⊗Q). One ould also use the well-known results of Borel and Harish
Chandra on niteness of the number of integral orbits of redutive algebrai groups.
5.0.4. Corollary. Let A be an abelian variety over a number eld K . There exists a
nite set M of prime numbers whih satises the following ondition. The set of abelian
varieties B over K (onsidered up to isomorphism) for whih there exists an isogeny
A→ B of degree not divisible by any of the primes in M is nite.
Proof. Replaing K by a eld extension if neessary, we may suppose that it is a
Galois extension of Q (see the niteness theorem for forms in 3). One an dene the
Weil restrition funtor ResK/Q , whih takes abelian varieties over K to abelian varieties
over Q and multiplies the dimension of the abelian variety by the degree of K . Here for
any abelian variety C over K
Res
K/Q
C ⊗K ≃
∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q)
σC,
where σC is the abelian variety over K whose dening equations are obtained from those
for C by applying the Galois automorphism σ to the oeients. (For more details,
see [23℄ and [35℄.) The funtor ResK/Q takes the endomorphism multipliation by n
to the endomorphism multipliation by n, sine it is a funtor between ategories of
algebrai groups. This implies that it takes isogenies to isogenies, and it takes p-isogenies
to p-isogenies for any prime p.
We set X=ResK/QA, and for this X we hoose the nite set M of primes in aordane
with Corollary 5.0.3, whih gives us niteness of the number of abelian varieties over Q
of the form ResK/QB , where B is an abelian variety over K for whih there exists an
isogeny A→B of degree not divisible by any of the primes in M . Realling that the
abelian variety
D = Res
K/Q
A⊗K =
∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q)
σA
over K ontains the abelian variety A as a diret fator, we obtain the required onlusion
about niteness of the set of all B using Zassenhaus' theorem (see the proof of Corollary
5.0.3) applied to the order End(D) .
5.1. Proof of theorem 5.0. We set V =Ker f . This is a vetor spae over the prime
eld Z/pZ of some nite dimension h6 2g . We set d=L(X ⊗Qp, f ∗ω)−L(Y ⊗Qp, ω) .
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We must prove that d= h/2 . We know that d is an integer between 0 and g (4.3.7), and
it is onneted in the following way with the ation of the inertia group orresponding
to p (4.3.4). The Galois group Γ of Q ats on V . It also ats on the maximal exterior
power det V =
∧h V by means of some harater
χV : Γ→ Aut(det V ) = (Z/pZ)∗.
We hoose any extension of the p-adi valuation ordp to Q , and we onsider the
orresponding inertia group, whih we denote I(p) . All of the inertia groups obtained in
this way are subgroups of Γ whih are onjugate to one another. It follows from loal
results (4.3.4) that the ation of the group I(p) on det V is given by a power χd0 of
the ylotomi harater χ0 , i. e., the restrition of the harater χV to (any) inertial
subgroup I(p) is the same as the restrition of the harater
χd0 : Γ→ (Z/pZ)∗,
whih is a power of the ylotomi harater χ0 : Γ→ (Z/pZ)∗ (giving the ation of the
Galois group of Q on the pth roots of 1). Consequently, the haraters χV and χ
d
0 oinide
on all of the inertia subgroups I(p) . If t is a prime 6= p, then loal results (4.5.3) imply
that the restrition of the harater χ
c(g)
V to (any) inertia subgroup I(t) is trivial. Reall
that the ylotomi harater χ0 (orresponding to the prime p) is also trivial on I(t) .
Hene, the harater χ
c(g)
V χ
−dc(g)
0 is everywhere unramied, and so is trivial (sine Q has
no nontrivial unramied extensions). Thus,
χ
c(g)
V = χ
dc(g)
0 .
Sine X has good redution at ℓ , the inertia group I(ℓ) ats trivially on the Tate
module Tp(X) (the NeronOggShafarevih riterion [24℄). In the deomposition group
D(ℓ) we hoose any element σ whih ats as the Frobenius automorphism (i. e., raising
to the ℓth power) on the algebrai losure of the residue eld Z/ℓZ. Then
χ0(σ) = ℓ, χ0(σ)≡ ℓmod p,
where χ0 : Γ→ Z∗p is the ylotomi harater whih gives the ation of the Galois group
of Q on the pm th roots of 1 (for all m), and χ0 : Γ→ (Z/pZ)∗ is the harater whih
gives the ation on pth roots of 1. The image of σ in Aut Tp(X) under the natural
homomorphism Γ→ Aut Tp(X) is denoted by Fℓ and alled the Frobenius element [21℄,
[24℄. Its harateristi polynomial
Pℓ(T ) = det(T id−Fℓ, Tp(X))
has integer oeients, and all of the (omplex) roots of the polynomial have absolute
value
√
ℓ (Weil's theorem). This implies that the harateristi polynomial P(T ) of the
automorphism a ating on the Zℓ -module [
∧h Tp(X)]⊗c(g) , has integer oeients, and
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all of its (omplex) roots have absolute value equal to ℓhc(g)/2 . On the other hand, sine
the ation of the Galois group Γ on det V ⊗c(g) is given by the harater
χ
c(d)
V = χ
dc(g)
0 : Γ→ Aut(det V ⊗c(g)) = (Z/pZ)∗,
the element σ ats on det V ⊗c(g) by multipliation by ℓdc(g) . Sine
det V ⊗c(g) ⊂ [
h∧
Xp]
⊗c(g) = [
h∧
Tp(X)]
⊗c(g)/(p)
is a Galois submodule of
[
h∧
Tp(X)]
⊗c(g)/(p),
the integer a= P(ℓdc(g)) must be divisible by p. If d 6= h/2 , then the number ℓdc(g) ould
not be a root of P , i. e., a 6= 0 . Hene, if d 6= h/2 , then p annot exeed
|a|= |P(ℓdc(g))|6 (ℓdc(g) + ℓhc(g)/2) degP
6 (2ℓdc(g))
c(g)
(
2g
h
)
6 (2ℓdc(g))
c(g)
(
2g
g
)
= C(ℓ, g).
5.2. Suppose that X is an abelian variety over Q, W is a p-divisible subgroup of X(p)
dened over Q, T (W ) is its Tate module, and V (W )=T (W )⊗Qp is the Tate Qℓ -module.
The Galois group Γ of Q ats on Tp(X) , and T (W ) is an invariant Γ-submodule. The
rank of the Zp -module T (W ) is equal to the height h of the p-divisible group W . We
onsider the ation of Γ on the maximal nonzero exterior power of the Tate module
detW =
h∧
Zp
T (W ),
whih is given by a harater
χW : Γ→ Aut(detW ) = Z∗p.
From loal results (4.4) it follows that the restrition of χW to (any) inertia subgroup
I(p) is equal to εχd0 , where χ0 : Γ→ Z∗p is the ylotomi harater orresponding to the
prime p, and ε : I → Z∗p is a harater of nite order. The exponent d is a nonnegative
integer.
5.2.1. Theorem. d= h/2 .
The proof will be given in 5.5.
5.2.2. Corollary. Under the assumptions of 5.2, the sequene Y(1)=X/W1 , Y(2)=
=X/W2, . . . ontains only a nite number of pairwise nonisomorphi (over Q) abelian
varieties, i. e., there exists a nite set Y(i1), . . . , Y(ir) of abelian varieties suh that any Y(n)
is isomorphi to one of the Y(i1), . . . , Y(ir) .
5.3. Proof of orollary 5.2.2 (assuming Theorem 5.2.1).
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Lemma. Let
fn : Y(n)→ Y(n+1) = Y(n)/(Wn+1/Wn)
be the natural isogenies of degree #W1 = p
h
. There exists a natural number N suh
that for all n>N and for ω a nonzero form of highest weight on Y(n+1)
Ls(Y(n) ⊗Qp, f ∗nω)− Ls(Y(n+1) ⊗Qp, ω) = d= h/2 = ordp(deg fn)/2.
In partiular, all of the abelian varieties Y(N) , Y(N+1), . . . have the same anonial
height.
Proof of the lemma. If X has semistable redution at p, then our assertion follows
immediately from Theorem 5.2.1 by applying loal results (4.4).
Now suppose that X does not neessarily have semistable redution at p. Let K denote
the nite Galois extension of Q whih is the eld of denition of all of the points of order
fteen on X . We x a plae p of K lying over p, and we let ordp : K
∗→Z be the standard
disrete valuation orresponding to p . Let e denote the ramiation index of the plae p
over p; by denition, e= ordp(p) . For any natural number m, the loal (stable) term for
(Y(m) ⊗Qp, ω) orresponding to p is equal to (see Remark 2 of 2.1)
L(Y(m) ⊗Kp, ω)/e,
sine X ⊗Kp, and hene also any of the Y(m) , have semistable redution at p . It is not
hard to see that the restrition of the harater χW to the inertia group I(p) is also equal
to the produt of a harater of nite order and χd0 (here I(p) , the inertia group of the
plae p , is a subgroup of nite index in I(p)). As before, loal results ensure us that there
exists a natural number N suh that for all n>N
L(Y(n) ⊗Kp, f ∗nω)− L(Y(n+1) ⊗Kp, ω) = dordp(p) = de= he/2.
But this gives us the required equality for the loal (stable terms) orrespond ing to
Y(n) ⊗Qp and Y(n+1) ⊗Qp (see Remark 2 in 2.1).
End of the proof of Corollary 5.2.2. If all of the Y(n) are prinipally polarized, then our
assertion follows from Lemma 5.3.1 and the niteness theorem for the height (see Remark
2 in 2.1). In the general ase, there exists (3) a p-divisible subgroup H of (X ×X ′)4
suh that
(X ×X ′)4/Hn ≃ (Y(n) × Y ′(n))4.
Sine all of the (Y(n) × Y ′(n))4 are prinipally polarized, we nd (applying the lemma in
5.3 to (X ×X ′)4 ) that the sequene {(Y(n) × Y ′(n))4}∞n=1 ontains only a nite number
of nonisomorphi abelian varieties. But this gives us the required niteness assertion for
the Y(n) (see the end of the proof of Corollary 5.0.3).
5.4. Corollary. Let A be an abelian variety over an arbitrary number eld K ,
and let H be an arbitrary p-divisible subgroup A(p) whih is dened over K . Then
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the sequene B(1) = A/H1 , B(2) = A/H2, . . . ontains only a nite number of pairwise
nonisomorphi

(over K) abelian varieties.
Proof. We may suppose that K is a Galois extension of Q. Let ϕn : X → Y(n) be
the anonial isogenies. We set X =ResK/QA, Y(n)=ResK/QB(n) . Then the kernels Vn of
the isogenies fn = ResK/Qϕn : A→B(n) form a p-divisible group over Q whose height is
equal to the height of H multiplied by the degree of the eld K . In order to see this, it is
suient to note that under the natural isomorphisms (see the proof of Corollary 5.0.4)
X ⊗K ≃
∏
σA, Y(n) ⊗K ≃
∏
σB(n) (σ ∈Gal(K/Q))
the isogeny fn ⊗K goes to
∏
σϕn . Now Corollary 5.2.2 gives us niteness of the number
of pairwise nonisomorphi abelian varieties Yn over Q, whih implies niteness for the
abelian varieties
∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q) σB(n) over K . From this one dedues the required niteness
assertion for the varieties B(n) (see the end of the proof of Corollary 5.0.4).
5.5. Proof of theorem 5.2.1. This proof is in many ways similar to that of
Theorem 5.0. We x a natural number r suh that the harater ε′ is trivial, and we
onsider the ation of the Galois group Γ on the free rank 1 Zℓ -module detW
⊗rc(g)
,
whih is a Galois submodule of
∧h Tp(X)⊗rc(g) (here g is the dimension of X ). The
ation of Γ on detW⊗rc(g) is given by the harater χ
rc(g)
W : Γ→ Aut(detW⊗rc(g)) = Z∗p .
The restrition of χ
rc(g)
W to the inertia group I(p) is equal to
(εχd0)
rc(g)
= χdrc(g).
For any prime t 6= p, the ation of the inertia group I(t) on detW⊗rc(g) turns out to be
trivial, by 4.5.2. By the same token, the harater
χ
rc(g)
W χ
−drc(g)
0 : Γ→ Z∗p
of the Galois group of Q is unramied, and hene is trivial, i. e.,
χ
rc(r)
W = χ
drc(g)
0 .
We now hoose a prime ℓ 6= p at whih X has good redution, and we x an element
σ in the deomposition group D(ℓ) whih ats as the Frobenius automorphism on the
algebrai losure of the residue eld Z/ℓZ. We reall (5.1) that χ0(σ) = ℓ , and that the
harateristi polynomial of the ation of σ on Tp(X) has integer oeients and has
(omplex ) roots all of absolute value
√
ℓ . This means that all of the eigenvalues of σ
ating on
∧h Tp(X)⊗rc(g) are algebrai numbers of absolute value ℓhrc(g)/2 . On the other
hand, σ ats on detW⊗rc(g) ⊂∧p Tp(X)⊗rc(g) by multipliation by the number
χ
drc(g)
0 (σ) = χ0(σ)
drc(g) = ℓdrc(g).
Consequently, d= h/2 .
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5.6. As we noted in the Introdution and in 3, Corollary 5.4 implies Tate's onjeture
on homomorphisms of Tate modules and the semisimpliity of the Tate module. The
purpose of this subsetion is to propose a simpler approah to proving Tate's onjeture
in ertain important speial ases.
Theorem. Let X be an abelian variety over Q whih has good redution at the odd
prime p. Let f : X→ Y be a p-isogeny for whih there exist an abelian variety Z over Q
having good redution at p and a power q = pn of p suh that the Galois modules Ker f
and Zq are isomorphi. Then the abelian varieties X and Y have the same anonial
height. The set of abelian varieties Y over Q (onsidered up to isomorphism) for whih
there exists an isogeny X → Y with the above properties is nite.
Proof. The laim that the heights are equal follows from loal results (4.3.5). The
niteness theorem for heights tells us that there are only nitely many Y with prinipal
polarization. In order to redue everything to the prinipally polarized ase, one observes
that the kernel of the dual isogeny f ′ : Y ′→X ′ is isomorphi (as a Galois module) to Z ′q ,
and hene the abelian varieties X ′ and Y ′ have the same anonial height. This means
that the prinipally polarized abelian varieties (X ×X ′)4 and (Y × Y ′)4 have the same
anonial height, whih implies that there are only nitely many abelian varieties of the
form (Y × Y ′)4 . But then, as above, we onlude that the set of abelian varieties Y is
nite.
We note that, to prove Tate's homomorphism onjeture for an abelian variety X and
a prime p (see [27℄, [11℄, and [12℄), we must establish niteness of the set of abelian
varieties Y for whih there exists an isogeny X ×X→ Y whose kernel is the graph of
some endomorphism of the Galois module Xpn , whih, being a graph, is isomorphi to
Xpn . By the same token, Theorem 5.6.1 implies Tate's onjeture on homomorphisms of
Tate p-modules for abelian varieties over Q having good redution at the odd prime p.
6. The niteness theorem for haraters of Galois representations. Proof
of the Mordell onjeture
In order to omplete the proof of the Shafarevih onjeture aording to the outline
in 1, it now remains for us to obtain the following result.
Finiteness theorem for haraters of Galois representations. Let K
be an algebrai number eld, and let G=Gal(K/K) be the Galois group of its algebrai
losure K . Fix a nite set S of nite plaes of K , a prime ℓ and an integer n> 1.
Then there exists a nite set Q of nite plaes of K whih is disjoint from S and
has the property that the harater χρ(g) = Tr(ρ(g)) of any n-dimensional ontinuous
ℓ-adi representation ρ : G→GL(n,Qℓ) unramied outside S is uniquely determined by
its values χρ(Frv) on the Frobenius automorphisms Frv , v ∈Q.
We reall that if L/K is a Galois extension (perhaps innite) whih is unramied at
the plae v of K , then the Frobenius element Frv in Gal(L/K) is dened uniquely up
to onjugation [2℄, [21℄. In the situation of the theorem, the representation ρ fators a
representation of the group GS =Gal(KS/K) , where KS is the maximal extension of K
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whih is unramied outside S . Thus, for any plae v 6∈ S , the elements Frv of G are
(nonuniquely) dened (rst in GS , and then they are lifted to G).
We now onstrut the set Q. Let L/K be the ompositum of all Galois extensions of K
whih are unramied outside S and have degree 6 ℓ2n
2
. Aording to Hermite's theorem
[L5℄, this is a nite extension. Applying the Chebotarev density theorem (see [21℄) to the
extension L/K , we see that there exists a nite set Q of plaes of K whih is disjoint
from S and has the property that the automorphisms Frv , v ∈Q, exhaust the Galois
group Gal(L/K) .
We now verify that the set Q satises the onlusion of the theorem. Let ρ1 and ρ2 be
two representations whose haraters oinide on the elements Frv , v ∈Q. We onsider
the representation
ρ1 × ρ2 : Zℓ[G]→Mat(n,Qℓ)×Mat(n,Qℓ)
of the group algebra Zℓ[G]. Its image M is a Zℓ -subalgebra of rank at most 2n
2
. The
image of the Galois group G in the group of invertible elements of the algebra M/ℓM ,
whih is a vetor spae over Fℓ , determines a nite Galois extension whih is ontained
in L. By the onstrution of Q, the elements ρ1 × ρ2(Frv) , v ∈ T , span M/ℓM over Fℓ ,
and hene they span the module M over Zℓ (by Nakayama's lemma). We now onsider
the linear form
f(a1, a2) = Tr(a1)− Tr(a2), a1,2 ∈Mat(n,Qℓ),
on M . By assumption, χρ1(Frv) = χρ2(Frv) , v ∈ T , and hene f = 0 on the elements
ρ1 × ρ2(Frv) , v ∈Q, and so on all of M ; this gives χρ1 = χρ2 . The theorem is proved.
We shall show that the niteness theorem for abelian varieties (the fundamental theorem
of 1) implies the original Shafarevih onjeture for algebrai urves.
Reall that if ΛK is the ring of integers of K , then any urve X of genus g > 1 an
be assoiated to a two-dimensional regular sheme f : Y→ Spec ΛK with generi ber X
(the minimal model ; see [Sh3℄ or [38℄, Expose X).
By analogy with the denition of the Neron minimal model in 2, the sheme Y is
haraterized by the ondition that, given any regular projetive sheme g : Z→ Spec ΛK ,
the isomorphism Z⊗K ∼→X extends uniquely to an isomorphism between Z and Y .
This is equivalent to requiring that the bers of f not have any exeptional urves of
the rst kind ([32℄, Chapter 1) (see below). For all v exept for nitely many v ∈ Sthe
plaes of bad redutionthe bers of f are nonsingular projetive urves of genus g .
Theorem. Suppose that K is a number eld, S is a nite set of plaes of K , and
g > 1 is an integer. There exist only nitely many genus g algebrai urves X dened
over K (onsidered up to isomorphism over K) whih have good redution everywhere
outside S .
Proof. To every urve X as in the theorem we assoiate its Jaobian A= J(X)
with prinipal polarization ϑ. The variety A and the polarization ϑ are dened over
K , and A has good redution outside of S . Aording to Remark 2 in 2, the degree 1
polarizations over K on a given abelian variety are nite in number up to the ation of
K -automorphisms (this fat holds for any eld K ; see [54℄). Thus, from the fundamental
theorem of 1 it follows that the number of K -isomorphism lasses of pairs (A, ϑ) is
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nite. By the Torelli theorem [72℄, the urve X is determined by the pair (A, ϑ) up
to isomorphism over K . In order to obtain niteness over K , for eah abelian variety
A we onsider the extension LA/K obtained by adjoining all of the oordinates of the
points of order n> 3 (n is xed in the sequel). The extensions LA/K are unramied
outside S ∪ {divisors of n} and are of bounded degree. By Hermite's theorem, they are
all ontained in a nite extension K ′ of K . We now show that the urves X in the
theorem form a nite set up to K ′ -isomorphism. To do this it sues to note that, if
σ ∈Gal(K/K ′) , and if ϕ is an isomorphism of two urves with the same Jaobian A,
then ϕσ ◦ ϕ−1 indues the identity map on An , and hene it is the identity (Serre's
lemma; see [Mum2℄, p. 207). In order to go from K ′ to K , one uses the fat that the
group H1(Gal(K ′/K),AutK ′(X)) is nite in our situation. The proof is omplete.
In order to obtain the Mordell onjeture from this theorem, we shall need the following
onstrution of ramied overings. Let X be an algebrai urve of genus g > 2 over an
arbitrary eld K , and let P ∈X(K) . We x an integer n > 1 , and we set
X ′ =X × J(X)J(X) −−−→ J(X)
π
y yn
X
ϕ−−−→ J(X)
(1)
where ϕ is the map taking Q to Q− P . Let L/K be a eld extension of K over whih
the yle π−1(P ) is a sum of rational points. We hoose P0 ∈ π−1(P ) and we onsider the
generalized Jaobian Jm(X
′) of the urve X ′ orresponding to the yle m= π−1(P )−P0
[Ser1℄.We set
XP =X
′ × Jm(X′)Jm(X ′) −−−→ Jm(X ′)y yn
X ′
ψ−−−→ Jm(X ′)
(2)
where ψ is the rational map taking Q 6∈m to Q−P0 . Then XP is a nonsingular projetive
urve, and it is uniquely determined by this diagram of rational maps. It is dened over
the eld LP .
Properties of the onstrution of XP and Lp . Let K be an algebrai number
eld, and let S be the set of plaes of bad redution of the urve X . Then the following
assertions are true.
1. The extension L/K is unramied outside S∪{divisors of n}, and its degree depends
only on g and n.
2. The genus of the urve XP depends only on g and n, and the overing XP →X is
ramied at the point P and only at that point.
3. The urve XP has good redution outside of the plaes of L lying over S and the
divisors of n.
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Property 1 follows from the general properties of extensions obtained by adjoining
points of nite order on an abelian variety [24℄. Property 2 is purely geometri in nature,
and is veried immediately.
As for property 3, we shall only give the idea of the proof, referring the reader interested
in the details (and dierent versions) of the proof to [Par1℄ [55℄, [69℄, pp. 7176, [41℄,
pp. 191197, and [71℄. We remove from R= Spec ΛK all plaes lying over S or dividing
n, and we remove the orresponding bers from Y . We keep the same notation f : Y→R
for the resulting sheme. The point P determines a setion s : R→Y of the morphism
f . We have the ommutative diagram
Y
ϕ−→ A
f ↓ ւg
R
(3)
in whih g : A→R is the Neron model of the abelian variety A (see 2), and ϕ is an
extension of the morphism ϕ in diagram (1). Multipliation by n in the group sheme
A leads to the surfae Y′→R , where Y′ =Y × AA and the generi ber of Y′ ⊗K
oinides with the urve X ′ in (1). At every plae v ∈R the ber Y′v will ontain a
nonsingular projetive urve whose genus is equal to the genus of the generi ber X ′ .
If we pass from Y′ to a minimal model Y′′ of X ′ over R , then this property of the
bers is preserved (neither resolving the singularities of the sheme Y′ nor ontrating
the exeptional urves of the rst kind in the bers an destroy suh a urve). Thus,
property 3 for the urve X ′ follows from the following result.
Lemma. Let f : Y→ S, S= Spec o, be a regular sheme having smooth irreduible
generi ber whih is a projetive urve X of genus g > 1, and let o be a omplete
disrete valuation ring. Suppose that the losed ber Y0
1) does not ontain any exeptional urves of the rst kind, and
2) ontains an irreduible urve Y1 whose normalization has genus equal to g .
Then the morphism f is smooth, and hene the ber Y0 is a nonsingular projetive urve
of genus g .
Proof. We shall assume that the residue eld of o is algebraially losed. It is well
known (see [Sh3℄ or [38℄, Expose X) that there is an intersetion theory for divisors on the
sheme Y . If N =NS(Y) is the NeronSeveri group, then the spae N ⊗Q is spanned
by the omponents Y1, . . . , Yn of the ber, and the intersetion index C ·D determines
a quadrati form of signature (n− 1, 0) on this spae. In partiular, this means that if
n > 1 , then C · C < 0 for any irreduible urve C on Y . In addition to the intersetion
theory on Y , one has the relative anonial lass ωY ([38℄, Expose X) and the adjuntion
formula
C · ωY + C · C = 2π − 2, (4)
in whih C is any omplete urve on Y and π is its arithmeti genus. If C is irreduible,
then π= g′+ δ , where g′ is the genus of its normalization and δ is the number of singular
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points ounting multipliity. The invariane of the intersetion index and the arithmeti
genus under speialization implies that
Y0 ·Y0 = 0 and Y0 · ωY = 2g − 2. (5)
Suppose that n> 1 and C is an irreduible urve. Then C ·C < 0 , and from (4) we nd
that C · ωY >−1 and the equality C · ωY =−1 is equivalent to C being an exeptional
urve of the rst kind (g′ = δ = 0 , C · C =−1). But by 1), this is impossible, and so
always C · ωY > 0 . Now let Y0 =
∑
i>1 aiYi be the expansion of the yle Y0 in terms of
irreduible omponents. In this ase the equality Y0 ·ωY=
∑
aiYi ·ωY takes the following
form, by (5):
2g − 2 = a1(2g − 2 + δ) +
∑
aiYi · ωY,
where all of the terms on the right are nonnegative. This implies that a1 = 1 , δ = 0 ,
Y1 · ωY = 2g − 2 , and hene Y1 · Y1 = 0 , whih ontradits the supposition that n > 1 .
Thus, n= 1 , and a1 = 1 , δ = 0 , whih gives us the required onlusion.
In order to omplete the veriation of property 3, we must now onstrut a smooth
group sheme over R′ (= Spec ΛL with the plaes lying over S and the ones dividing n
removed)a model of the generalized Jaobian variety Jm(X
′) in (2)and determine the
analog of diagram (3) in this situation. As before, the required property is obtained from
the lemma just proved.
We proeed to the proof of the entral result of this survey.
The Mordell onjeture. Let K be an algebrai number eld, and let X be a
nonsingular projetive algebrai urve over K of genus g > 1. Then the set of rational
points X(L) is nite for any nite extension L/K of K .
In this form, this result was not known for a single urve before Faltings.
The proof proeeds in exatly the same way for any eld L. Let P ∈X(K) .
We onsider the set of algebrai urves of the form XP in the onstrution in (2). By
the properties of that onstrution, the elds of denition LP of the urves XP form a
nite set (Hermite's theorem). Furthermore, the urves XP with a xed eld of denition
satisfy all of the hypotheses of the Shafarevih onjeture, and so they form a nite set.
We onsider a overing XP →X . Sine P is the only ramiation point, it is uniquely
determined by the overing, and one must use the lassial fat that, given urves XP and
X of genus greater than 1, there exist only nitely many overings XP →X (de Franhis'
lemma, whih itself is a speial ase of the Mordell onjeture for algebrai funtion elds,
see the ommentary setion of Chapter 8 in Lang's book).
We onlude by noting some unsolved problems whih arise in onnetion with the
proof of the Mordell onjeture. Problems 15 are due to Parshin; 6 and 7 to Zarkhin.
1. The problem of eetiveness. How an one onstrut an algorithm to nd the
rational points on a urve X ? Or, more preisely, how an one write an expliit bound for
the heights of the rational points in terms of the invariants of the eld K , the set S , and
the genus g? It is natural to take for the height the anonial height on X(K) relative
to the invertible sheaf Ω1X (see 2). One possible approah to this problem is desribed
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in 1. We note that a method whih in priniple enables one to bound the number of
rational points was proposed by Parshin (see [71℄, the Introdution and the reports by
Raynaud (Expose VII) and by Szpiro (Expose XI), whih ontain a detailed elaboration
of the method). However, this route an lead only to very rough estimates (thus, in the
ase of the Fermat urve xℓ + yℓ = 1 with ℓ prime, the onstant annot be better than
22
ℓ
).
2. As we have seen, the proof of the Mordell onjeture does not at all make use of the
MordellWeil theorem on the group of rational points on an abelian varietywhih had
always been an ingredient in the earlier attempts to prove the onjeture. Nevertheless, it
is worthwhile to ompare the two results. Barry Mazur has onjetured that the Mordell
Weil theorem remains true if one replaes the ground eld K by its (innite) ylotomi
ℓ-extension K(ℓ) [4**, Man2℄.
Conjeture. Let X be an algebrai urve of genus g > 1 dened over an algebrai
number eld K . Then the set X(K(ℓ)) is nite.
In support of this onjeture one an ite the orresponding result in the ase of an
algebrai funtion eld with nite eld of onstants. In addition, part of the proof of the
Mordell onjeture over a number eld arries over to this situation. In partiular, using
onstrutions of Zarkhin in [15℄, one an show that Tate's homomorphism onjeture (and
his onjeture on semisimpliity of the Tate module) remain valid over K(ℓ) .
Note added in Deember 2009. In order to prove the Tate's homomorphism
onjeture for over K(ℓ) , one may use Bogomolov's theorem on ℓ-adi Lie algebras
[Bo1, Bo2℄ mentioned in Subsetion 7 below.
3. For whih varieties X of dimension greater than 1 is the Mordell onjeture in
the above form valid? As Raynaud showed ([61℄ ombined with Faltings' theorem),
the assertion holds for losed subvarieties of abelian varieties whih do not ontain a
translation of an abelian variety. In the ase of algebrai funtion elds with omplex
oeients, another proof of this fat was found by Parshin (his method uses the
properties of the hyperboli Kobayashi metri).
(E)
Other suitable andidates for the
onjeture are varieties with ample otangent bundle (in the geometrial situation
Grauert's method [Gra℄ is easily appliable to them, see [No℄) and varieties whih
are Kobayashi hyperboli as omplex-analyti manifolds (here even the funtion eld
analog of the onjeture is unknown; see [L14℄).
Note added in Deember 2009. M. Raynaud [61℄ has proved that the niteness
theorem for losed subvarieties of abelian varieties an be redued to the number eld ase.
However, this does not give the proof in the number eld ase. The niteness theorem
was later proven by Faltings [1**, 2**℄ in the number eld ase together with Lang's
onjeture mentioned in footnote (E).
(E)
Added in translation. Using this method, one an also prove Lang's onjeture on integral points of
ane subsets of abelian varieties (in the ase when the ground held is a eld of algebrai funtions over
C and the hyperplane setion does not ontain a shift of the abelian variety). See [3*℄ and Chapter 8 of
Lang's book.
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4. Constrution of ramied overings. This onstrution also leads to several
interesting problems. If we x an integer n, then the set of abelian varieties AP = J(XP ) ,
P ∈X(C) , gives a smooth family of abelian varieties over the urve X whih has no
degenerate bers. By the same token, one has a map of X (or a nite overing of it)
to the moduli spae M of urves or abelian varieties (the rst examples of maps of
omplete urves to a moduli spae that is neessarily not omplete were onstruted by
Kodaira [49℄). Whih onditions haraterize the images of urves in M , for example,
relative to the natural metris on Mthe Teihmuller or WeilPetersson metris? What
is the struture of the monodromy of the families AP/X ? From an arithmeti point of
view, it would be interesting to understand the nature of the orrespondenes whih this
onstrution gives anonially on any urve. To a point P ∈X one assoiates all points
Q ∈X for whih the variety J(XQ) is isogenous to J(XP ) . If X is a modular urve or
a urve that is uniformized by quaternioni groups, then is there a onnetion between
these orrespondenes and the usual Heke orrespondenes for suh urves?
5. As noted in 1, Shafarevih's onjeture implies that the number of S -integral points
in the moduli spae of algebrai urves of genus g > 1 is nite. In the ase of urves of
genus 1, we nd that there are only nitely many S -integral points on the moduli urves of
level n> 3 . On the other hand, aording to the Mordell onjeture, the set of all rational
points on a modular urve of level n > 6 (in whih ase the genus is greater than 1) is
nite. In aordane with the onjetures in 3 above, one would expet that the same is
true for the moduli spae Mabg,n of abelian varieties of suiently large level n (depending
only on the dimension g ). Thus, it is natural to investigate whether the orresponding
niteness assertion holds for the ℓ-adi representations. The exat statement is as follows.
Let ρ : Gal(K/K)→GL(V ) be a ontinuous ℓ-adi representation, where V ∼=DZmℓ , and
suppose that the image of ρ in V/ℓaV is trivial for some a. Does there exist a funtion
a= a(m) suh that the number of semisimple representations satisfying the Riemann
hypothesis (see [21℄, Chapter 1) and this ondition and having the given dimension
m, is nite? As before, this question redues to nding a suitable niteness theorem
for haraters (i. e., onstruting a nite set Q). The analogous question for omplex
representations of disrete groups (see 1) has also not been studied.
6. Variants of the Tate homomorphism onjeture. Suppose that K is a number
eld, K is its algebrai losure, and G=Gal(K/K) is the Galois group. Faltings ([39℄,
p. 205, Theorem 5) has proved that for any abelian varieties X and Y over K , the natural
map
Hom(X, Y )→ HomG(X(K), Y (K))
is a bijetion.
Consider the innite-dimensional vetor spaes
X(K)Q =X(K)⊗Q, Y (K)Q = Y (K)⊗Q
over the rational number eld Q, on whih the group G ats naturally. Choosing a Tate
height makes these ations unitary. For any nite algebrai extension L of K lying in
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K , the invariants of the Galois group π =Gal(K/L) of L are X(L)⊗Q and Y (L)⊗Q,
respetively. In partiular, if the Galois modules X(K)
Q
and Y (K)
Q
are isomorphi,
then the groups X(L) and Y (L) have the same rank (for all L). Brauer theory for
representations of nite groups over Q-vetor spaes ([23℄, 12.5, orollary of Proposition
25') enables one to establish the following riterion for the Galois modules X(K)Q and
Y (K)Q to be isomorphi.
Theorem. The representations of G in the Q-vetor spaes X(K)Q and Y (K)Q are
isomorphi if and only if the groups X(L) and Y (L) have the same rank for all nite
algebrai extensions L of K .
It is obvious that the representations X(K)Q and Y (K)Q are isomorphi when X and
Y are isogenous.
The question arises: Are the abelian varieties X and Y isogenous if the representations
X(K)Q and Y (K)Q are isomorphi? Perhaps this question should be given a rened
formulation, using the Tate height (for example, one ould require that an isomorphism
exist whih preserves the salar produt).
Note added in Deember 2009. For algebrai families of omplex abelian varieties
the natural analog of the Tate homomorphism onjeture deals with the ations of the
fundamental group of the base on the integral homology groups of the bers [7*, Fa2, 11**℄.
In harateristi p there are variants of the Tate homomorphism onjeture that deal
with p-divisible groups (BarsottiTate groups) instead of Tate modules (see [3**℄, [10**℄).
7. Let ρℓ : Gal(K/K)→Aut Tℓ(X) be a representation of the Galois group in the Tate
module of an abelian variety X . Its image Im ρℓ is a ompat ℓ-adi Lie group. The Lie
algebra
gℓ = Lie(Im ρℓ)⊂ EndVℓ(X)
is a redutive (beause of the semisimpliity of the Tate module, proved by Faltings)
algebrai (see [Bo1℄ and [Bo2℄) Qℓ -Lie algebra ontaining homotheties. It is abelian if
and only if X ⊗K is an abelian variety of CM-type. There is a onjeture (Serre [64℄) to
the eet that the Lie algebra gℓ is independent of ℓ, i. e., there exists a Q-algebra g0
suh that gℓ∼= g0⊗Q Qℓ for all ℓ . Conerning the question of how the Lie algebra g must
look, see [29℄ and [64℄. (A onjeture of Mumford and Tate asserts that one an take g0
to be the Lie algebra of the MumfordTate group of the abelian variety X .)
We note that the results in [73℄, ombined with Faltings' theorems on the ation of
the Galois group on the Tate module, imply that the rank of the Lie algebra gℓ does
not depend on ℓ . The dimension of the enter of this Lie algebra is also independent of
ℓ . We expand the redutive Qℓ -Lie algebra gℓ as a diret sum gℓ = g
s ⊕ c of its enter
c and a semisimple Qℓ -Lie algebra g
s
. We onsider the nite-dimensional vetor spae
V ℓ(X) = Vℓ(X)⊗Qℓ Qℓ over the algebrai losure Qℓ of the eld Qℓ and the semisimple
Qℓ -Lie algebra
gX = g
s ⊗Qℓ Qℓ ⊂ End Vℓ(X)⊗Qℓ Qℓ = End V ℓ(X).
The spae V ℓ(X) is a faithful nite-dimensional gX -module. In the theory of nite-
dimensional representations of semisimple Lie algebras in harateristi 0this is

Elie
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Cartan's well-known theory of moduli with highest weight (Bourbaki [4a℄)it is natural
to ask whih simple gX -modules our in V ℓ(X) .
The miroweight onjeture [15a℄. Let g be a simple Qℓ -Lie algebra whih is an
ideal in gX . Then g is a lassial Lie algebra, i. e., a Lie algebra of type Am , Bm , Cm ,
or Dm . Let V be a nontrivial simple g-submodule of V ℓ(X) . Then V is a fundamental
g-module. Moreover, its highest weight is a miroweight in the sense of Bourbaki.
If g is a Lie algebra of type Am , then the g-module V is isomorphi to the exterior
power ΛiW for a suitable i, 16 i6m where W is a standard g-module of dimension
m+1 for whih the image of the Lie algebra g in the algebra End(W ) oinides with the
Lie algebra sl(W ) of zero trae operators. If g is a Lie algebra of type Bm , then V is a
spinor representation of dimension 2m . If g is a Lie algebra of type Cm , then dimV =2m,
and the image of g in the algebra End(V ) oinides with the Lie algebra sp(V ) of the
sympleti group. If g is a Lie algebra of type Dm , then one of the following onditions
holds: a) dim V = 2m and the image of g in End(V ) is the Lie algebra so(V ) of the
orthogonal group; or b) V is one of the two semi-spinor representations of dimension
2m−1 .
Note added in Deember 2009. The miroweight onjeture is proven by Rihard
Pink [7**℄.
Note in proof (January 1986). Gerhard Frey [75℄ has proved that the nonexistene
of a nontrivial point on the Fermat urve of degree p would follow from the nonexistene
of stable ellipti urves over Q for whih ∆>N2p/2 (here ∆ is the minimal disriminant
of the urve and N is its ondutor). It was shown by Parshin that for large p the latter
assertion follows from the arithmeti analog of the BogomolovMiyaokaYao inequality,
see 1. Conerning the onnetion of these problems with the TaniyamaWeil onjeture,
see [75℄.
(F)
NOTE 1 (added in translation by S. Lang). Readers should have the following fats
available in onnetion with the onjeture that all ellipti urves over the rationals are
modular. Taniyama, in Problem 12 at the TokyoNikko onferene in 1955 stated:
Let C be an ellipti urve dened over an algebrai number eld k , and
LC(s) denote the L-funtion of C over k . If a onjeture of Hasse is true
for ζC(s) , then the Fourier series obtained from LC(s) by the inverse Mellin-
transformation must be an automorphi form of dimension −2 , of some speial
type (f. Heke). If so, it is very plausible that this form is an ellipti dierential
of the eld of that automorphi funtion. The problem is to ask if it is possible
to prove Hasse's onjeture for C , by going bak to these onsiderations, and
by nding a suitable automorphi form from whih LC(s) an be obtained.
In a letter to me dated 13 August 1986, Shimura wrote:
[Taniyama℄ doesn't say modular form. I am sure he was thinking of Heke's
paper No. 33 (1936) whih involves some Euhsian groups not neessarily
(F)
Added in translation. See also Note 1 and [4*℄.
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ommensurable with SL2(Z) ... As for Weil he was far from the onjeture. (It
seems that stritly speaking, Weil has never made the onjeture...) Indeed,
in his leture titled On the breeding of bigger and better zeta funtions
at the University of Tokyo, sometime in August or September 1955, he
mentions Eihler's result and adds: But already in the next simplest ase,
that is the ase of an ellipti urve whih annot be onneted with modular
funtions in Eihler's fashion, the properties of its zeta funtion are ompletely
mysterious...
Shimura stated the onjeture that all ellipti urves over the rationals are modular in
onversations with Serre and Weil in 19621963. In his letter to me, he goes on to say:
Knowing the above passage and Taniyama's problem, and having stated the
onjeture in my own way, I ouldn't and wouldn't have attributed the origin
of the onjeture to Weil. Besides, there is one point whih almost all people
seem to have forgotten. In his paper [1967a℄, Weil views the statement as
problemati. In other words, he was not ompletely for it, and so he didn't
have to attribute it to me. Thus there is nothing for whih you an take him
to task.
In another letter dated 16 September 1986, Shimura has written:
In these papers [ertain papers of Eihler ited previously℄ it is shown that
the zeta funtion of an arithmeti quotient (espeially a modular) urve has
analyti ontinuation. The same applies to the Jaobian... I was onsious of
this fat when I talked with Serre. In fat, I explained about it to Weil, perhaps
in 1965. He mentions it at the end of his paper [1967a℄: nah eine Mitteilung
von G. Shimura... I even told him at that time that the zeta funtion of the
urve C ′ mentioned there is the Mellin transform of the usp form in question,
but he spared that statement... Of ourse Weil made a ontribution to this
subjet on his own, but he is not responsible for the result on the zeta funtions
of modular ellipti urves, nor for the basi idea that suh urves will exhaust
all ellipti urves over Q.
Finally, in a letter to me dated 3 Deember 1986, Weil stated:
Conerning the ontroversy whih you have found t to raise, Shimura's letters
seem to me to put an end to it, one and for all.
Copies of all letters and a full dossier of exhanges onerning this history have been given
to the oe of the AMS in Providene, and had also been sent to Parshin and Zarkhin.
NOTE 2 (added in translation by S. Lang). In the ommuniation,Valeur, asymptotique
du nombre des points rationnels de hauteur bornee sur une ourbe elliptique, at the
International Congress of Mathematiians in Edinburgh (1958) Neron stated the onjeture
that the height was quadrati. He elaborated an extensive theory proving his onjeture by
showing how to deompose the height into loal fators, in two papers: Modeles minimaux
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des varietes abeliennes sur les orps loaux et globaux, Inst. Hautes

Etudes Si. Publ. Math.
No. 21 (1964), and Quasi-fontions et hauteurs sur les varietes abeliennes, Ann. of Math.
(2) 82 (1965). As the Annals paper was being ompleted, Tate gave a simple diret global
proof, published by Manin (with Tate's permission) in Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR Ser. Mat.
28 (1964), 13631390 (English transl., Amer. Math. So. Transl. (2) 59 (1966), 82110).
Tate's proof and Neron's proofs were done independently and simultaneously. Both used
the limiting trik, Tate diretly on the height and Neron to show the existene of his loal
symbol, before identifying it with the intersetion number on the minimal model. In 1964
I had both manusripts available, and I reprodued both Tate's proof and that part of
Neron's paper in my report to the Bourbaki seminar in May 1964.
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